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Abstract

The ultimate purpose of this analysis is to identify some aspects of lexical

comparison between two dialects co-existing in Ain Sefra, a town located in the

South West of Algeria. The varieties under study are abbreviated to Amr and Ksr

after their indigenous social ethnic groups, ‘El-Amour’ and ‘El-Ksour’ respectively.

The current lexical comparison contains also certain features related to the

vocabulary such as the phonological and morphological levels. These levels of

analysis display basic distinctions between Amr and Ksr lexemes.

This dissertation also explores the reasons behind the preservation of the

indigenous varieties in spite of their co-existence within the same geographical

area. In addition, it seeks for other facts as linguistic switch and change, and the

reasons which might play a role in the reluctance of using some of the indigenous

forms in accordance with sociolinguistic criteria as the variety itself and the users of

this variety .
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+
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 The example is mentioned according to the variety which seems to have

the highest amount of the vowel occurrence.
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General Introduction

Remarkable linguistic achievements in studying language seem to have

extensively flourished during the last century raising many questions in several

fields of research. These works shed more light on different linguistic behaviours

and to their social correlation. This has called for the progress of sociolinguistics.

As far as sociolinguistics is concerned, the investigators in such field relate

the occurrence of the variants of the linguistic variable to a number of social factors

within the same speech community (Labov’s work 1966 in New York City,

Trudgill 1974 in Norwich, and others). Thus, they were fundamentally interested in

answering some questions such as: what are the factors that affect linguistic

behaviour differences? Why and how do neighbouring varieties differ? Such

questions open the doors for other important discussions and investigations.

Many sociolinguistic studies on the Arabic-speaking world have been

interested in investigating different dialects in comparison with MSA due to the

wide typical heterogeneity in the social organizations, national constructions, urban

contexts as well as language situations. In this respect, many factors were taken into

consideration such as: sedentary and nonsedentary (firstly recognized by Anis

(1952) and later by Al-Jundi (1965)) and rural versus urban. The ‘tripartite

distinction’ which is comprised by the stated factors (urban, rural and nomadic

Bedouin groups) cannot be defined in purely social, cultural or even geographic

items (Cadora, 1992). This fact has been recently discussed in an international

workshop on Arabic urban vernaculars which was organized in October 2004

gathering many researchers from different traditions, in addition to the

Encyclopedia of Arabic Language and Linguistics (EALL) which was published in

August 2006 including 14 case-studies in Amman, Cairo, Damascus, and other

Arab cities. Yet, it has been claimed that the convergence towards MSA in any

dialectological research was merely observed on lexical level, whereas on the other

levels MSA/dialects aspects were analysed in terms of stylistic variations or
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instances of code switching rather than practically implication of language change.

(Haak et al., 2004).

However, in recent years, analytic investigations have tackled the description

of the dialects in contact within urbanized contexts influenced by non-urban ones

which are purely Bedouin (Miller et al., 2007). In this sense, the current dissertation

explores the lexical differences between two Algerian social dialects in contact

within an intricate linguistic profile. The investigator has chosen Ain Sefra as a

speech community in which many social and geographical linguistic varieties have

coexited for about a half century. Though the linguistic image of this speech

community is rich, the researcher tends to introduce two distinct varieties which

are: El-Ksour and El-Amour varieties (henceforth, Ksr and Amr respectively), for

the following reasons: they are two social dialects involved in the rural/ Bedouin

context which still display some differences though they coexist in the same speech

community. In this way, the conductor of this research insists on the representatives

who are living in the town of Ain Sefra. Thus, this study aims at investigating the

following research questions:

What does characterize the main linguistic differences between the two

varieties (Ksr and Amr ) and according to what social factors? In addition, some

sub-questions are worthy to be investigated:

- Why are these varieties still different though they coexist within the same

geographical area of Ain Sefra?

- Is there any influence of one variety over the other in a given social interaction

between interlocutors of both varieties?

In this line of thought, the hypotheses which might be advocated at this level

are:

- The main linguistic variations seem to occur at the lexical level, which may be

related to differences in age and gender.
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-The linguistic differences still co-existing may be due to the preservation of the

linguistic behaviour expressing tribe belonging, in addition to the loyalty to the

variety which denotes ethnicity.

- It may appear that one speaker may switch his/her way of speaking to the other

speaker’s variety in the same conversation in order to be understood.

Hence, this research work is framed within three distinctive chapters. The first

one is almost devoted to the discussion of the key- concepts that are related to the

area of research. This part should be seen as an analytic background for the second

and the third chapters rather than only a significant theoretical collection of

information. The second chapter is the central body of the whole study, since it is a

description of the speech community in question on geographical, social and

linguistic dimensions. The third chapter is highly practical as it presents the sample

of informants and its categorization into age and gender classes. Then, it introduces

the research methods, which the investigator has considered to collect data. The

data will be analysed in quantitative and qualitative paradigms, according to age

and gender. The interpretation of the data will reveal some results according to the

stream of the methodology followed in choosing the representatives, research tools

and methods of analysis.
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1.1. Introduction

In human societies, the basic means to interact between the members is

language. Though its system and use is more or less distinct from one society to

another and within the same society as well, the purpose of communication and

building up relationships is still the same.

On a way of giving an overview on the needs of this research work, some

introductory points and substantial technical terms, which the researchers in the

field are acquainted with, will be clarified in this chapter. From the general to the

specific, this is how the ideas in this chapter are organized; the researcher sheds

some light on language and its variations. Then, in spite of the existence of

divergent streams in studying language, the investigator presents the perspectives

of the present research within the scope of dialectology and sociolinguistics in

addition to all the social variables involved when studying a linguistic

phenomenon.

1.2. Dialectology

As its name implies, dialectology is simply defined as ‘the study of dialect

and dialects’, (Chambers and Trudgill, 2004: 03). It is also defined by Spolsky

(1998: 28) as: “the search for spatially and geographically determind differences in

various aspects of language [...] to know the typical local vocabulary or

pronunciation”. Dialectologists attempted to study the distinctive aspects between

the regional dialects in order to identify the places of ‘isoglosses’ on geographical

maps. The isogloss is a term used usually in dialectology to mean the geographical

regions or boundaries which describe a specific linguistic variable used in a specific

variety, it can be a phoneme named ‘isophone’, a morpheme coined as ‘isomorphe’

or even a vocabulary called a ‘isolexe’ ( Hudson, 1996)
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The interest in investigating regional dialectal differences had progressed by

the second half of the nineteenth century, when these investigations had become

systematized through a set of methodological tools of research and analysis.

Indeed, the achievements in dialectology had affirmed that sound changes are

governed by rules as opposed to the ‘Neogrammarians’ principle of regularity’,

which was labeled in ‘sound changes are exeptionless’ (Trudgill, 1995) i.e. the

traditional fact that the sound change is regular implies the generalization of a

certain case of changes in all utterances in the variety under study. Many interesting

works were introduced in form of atlas projects throughout Europe such as: in

Switzerland, Germany, Italy and Spain, besides, the Linguistic Atlas of the United

State and Canada (LAUSC) founded in 1930s. In addition, in the early years of

traditional dialectology, the fieldworkers tended to use linguistic maps to precise

the isoglosses in which the linguistic variables are distributed (Meyerhoff, 2006).

Moreover, regional dialect maps and atlases have always helped to further

research in historical linguistics and sociolinguistics later on. In so far as the

investigated variation had exhibited variability related to social variables, the

sociolinguistic analysis had interfered, and this is Britain’s idea (1980s) of

expanding regional dialectology into social dialectology1 (Meyerhoff, 2006). In

fact, in addition to regional and social dialectology, structural dialectology had

begun in 1954 by the publication of Weinreich’s article ‘Is a structural dialectology

possible?’ This approach lies in the consideration of the dialect system, as

Chambers et al. (2004:34) claim that:

Dialect researchers should be aware of varieties as having
systems, and not rely on atomistic phonetic transcription
alone. They should investigate phonemic contrast by asking
informants whether pairs of words sound the same or
rhyme.

This statement shows the implications of the systematic approach to dialect

differences for the dialectological realisations. The investigators in such field

1 “Social dialectology is the study of linguistic variation in relation to speakers’ participation or membership in
social groups, or in relation to other non-linguistic factors” (Meyerhoff, 2006: 15)
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include the levels of language structure in the analyses of the data in order to find

out the differences between varieties in phonetic, phonological and even lexical

areas.

However; by the emergence of sociolinguistics, in the late 19th century, the

image of the language manifestations had become much clearer. The sociolinguists

attempt at developing the rules, differentiating between the terms and organizing

the areas of research methodology on social bases. In addition, the fact of including

the different social factors when delivering the different linguistic behaviours in the

study had made the field of investigation richer and more complex regarding the

methods and results (Miller et al., 2007). Thus, it is more productive to state the

distinction between language and dialect within the sociolinguistic perspective.

1.2.1. Language Vs Dialect

From the linguistic perspective, the distinction between the two terms,

language and dialect, is much more difficult than being recognized through a

definite simple word or a sentence, but it might be useful and necessary to seek for

the social dimensions of those terms, such as: the speakers and their community.

Accordingly, Lyons (1981: 214) asserts that:

[…] we express our personality and individuality in our
language behaviour, we do so in terms of the social
categories that are encoded as it were in language variation
in the community of which we are members.

In this statement, there is an emphasis on the social meaning as a language

function, since the individual expresses himself through his linguistic behaviour. In

addition, language, as a general linguistic notion, and ethnicity as a social meaning,

are ‘virtually synonymous’ (Coulmas, 1999), i.e. language is considered as an

ethnicity index, since it indicates the speaker’s belonging to certain social group,

but the ambiguous fact is whether the linguistic behaviour of this social group is a

language or a dialect.
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In brief, Haugen (1966) summarises the fact by referring to a language as a

single or a set of linguistic norms and a dialect as one of these norms, and this is

how Waurdhaugh (2006: 33) explains this idea:

[…]An alternative approach might […] attempt to discover
how languages can differ from one another yet still be
entities that most of us want to call languages rather than
dialect. It might then be possible to define a dialect as some
sub-variety of one or more of these entities.

However; a number of paradigms discussing the dichotomy (language/dialect)

exists, there is no conventionally accepted criteria for clarifying the distinction, for

it is a matter of the user’s point of reference, since dialect contains a set of

linguistic specificities (phonological, grammatical1 and semantic one) which make

one group of speakers distinguishable from another of the same language

(Waurdhaugh, 2006). Hence, a language reaches the status of being officially

recognized as the fomal language of the nation, or the speech community2 through

the processes of standardization3 .

Furthermore, the term ‘variety’, put forward by Weinreich (1963), as a

common neutral concept is used to decrease the ambiguity when using the terms,

language and dialect, especially when studying a complex linguistic profile of a

specific social group, in which many language manifestations come together into

play. These matters, which are referred to as language variations, are discussed

through the next points.

1.2.2. Language Variation

As it has been widely noticed and linguistically agreed, one of the properties

of language is its variability, as it is simply shown in Waurdhaugh (2006: 04): “The

language we use in everyday living is remarkably varied”. Then, he (ibid: 05) adds:

1 Morphology and syntax.
2 It will be discussed in (1.4.1)
3 For more discussion, see Haugen (1966) in Waurdhaugh (2006) pp. 33-41
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A recognition of variation implies that we must recognize
that a language is not just some kind of abstract object of
study. It is also something that people use.

Therefore, Waurdhaugh asserts that variability, as a language stamp, offers

the researchers several fields to discuss, since it is not that static phenomenon as it

was seen. In addition, there is an indication for the necessity of integrating the

social factors when studying language variation in his two last words, ‘people use’.

Thus, language varies according to user and use, i.e. speaker and context

respectively.

In the same stream of thought, Trudgill (1995: 20) notes:

[…] a study of language totally without reference to its
social context inevitably leads to the omission of one of
the more complex and interesting aspects of language and
to the loss of opportunities for further theoretical progress.

Hence, there is this stress on investigating language within its social scene of

performance in correlation with its social components such as: age, gender and

ethnic group (factors related to speakers), setting, language purposes, and others

(these are contextual matters).

Narrowly speaking, language exhibits internal variation depending on many

extralinguistic factors characterizing the speakers. Among these factors, one can

state the following: age, gender, and ethnicity. (These variables are explored

throughout this research work).

On another facet of practice, in addition to what is said above, there are other

perspectives different in form but alike in function which is sustaining the idea of

language variability. These perspectives which deliver three kinds of linguistic

varieties among the scale of social roles the individual plays in the environment are

displayed by his/her linguistic behaviour:

1/ Regional dialects (geographical varieties): in this category, the linguistic

differences occur because of the geographical barriers. The questioning on this
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subject of research is held under the discipline named dialectology1 (Hudson,

1996). In other words, individuals living in urban cities speak differently from

others living in rural regions. For instance, in the Arab world, their dialects are

forms of the classical Arabic, indeed, the difference between them lies firstly on

the difference between the geographical locations of the continents, the countries,

the towns and so on. This is what makes the dialects on this level classified into a

continuum of mutual intelligibility, the adjacent dialects geographically are the

least different linguistically.

2/ Social dialects (sociolects): by considering the social factors within the

linguistic investigation, another vision of language has emerged and brought under

the name of social dialects (Chambers and Trudgill, 2004). This branch of

dialectology relates linguistic differentiation to variables as social stratification and

groups where there is no interference of regional factors, and this is simply evident

in Hudson’s saying: “Dialectologists, therefore, speak of SOCIAL DIALECTS, or

SOCIOLECTS, to refer to non-regional differences.”2 . In other words, there is no

account for the speakers’ regional belonging but rather their social membership,

since speakers from the same social group may speak in the same way though their

existence in different areas and vice versa. The distinction becomes clearer in

certain societies which know a hierarchical demographic order of classes (or castles

in India). Each class contains categories of people (male/ female, youngers/ elders,

etc) with the same social, religious and economic characteristics sharing the same

linguistic features (both dialect and accent are included in this sense) in the one

class and different between the members of other classes. (Spolsky, 1998; Crystal,

2006).

Therefore, the individual’s social identity is basicaly depicted from the way

he/she speaks apart from some differences in ‘phonology’, grammar and even

‘vocabulary’ which seem to be more personal rather than social which is known in

the field of research as idiolect defined by Weinreich ( 1954: 389) as “The total set

1 See (section 2.1)
2 Originally capitalized in Hudson (1996: 42).
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of speech habits of a single individual at a given time”, he describes the term as the

speech patterns such as expressions, idioms and intonations which are specific to

one speaker and distinguish his/her speech from the other members within the same

speech community and the same period of time.

3/ Professional varieties (or registers): this sociolinguistic term refers to

‘varieties according to use’ (Hudson, 1996: 45). As much similar as the dialect,

registers also can reveal an act of the speaker’s identity1, which is the individual’s

profession or specialty. At this point, Halliday’s Model of dimensions (1978) (field,

mode and tenor) might provide a better understanding for the analysis of registers.

In this way, ‘field’ refers to the aim and the subject of the communication, ‘mode’

is concerned with the communicational means, either spoken or written. Then,

‘tenor’ relies on the relationship between interlocutors. However; registers do not

need only a three-dimensional analysis but rather a multi-dimensional one (Hudson,

1996).

In fact, though all these varieties are kept quite apart in their functions, they

can be tightly co-existing within the speaker’s speech, and “the totality of dialectal

and superposed variants regularly employed within a community make up the

verbal repertoire of that community”2. In this vein, Fishman (1972) states that:

‘Proper’ usage dictates that only one of the theoretically co-
available languages or varieties will be chosen by particular
classes of interlocutors on particular kinds of occasion to
discuss particular kinds of topics

(Cited in Dendane, 2007: 118)

Therefore, individuals make their linguistic choices between the linguistic

options existing in their verbal repertoire depending on their communicative

purposes and according to well-defined social dimensions. Additionally, in his

work in New York City, Labov (1966) maintains that the speaker pays different

1“Broadly speaking, a category that refers to the sense of who we are as individuals or groups. It can be very
roughly split into social and regional identity. Aspects of our social and regional identities, such as social
class, age, ethnicity and geographical origin are correlated with linguistic variables in studies of language
variation.” (Llamas et al., 2007: 216)
2 See Gumperz (1968: 72)
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degrees of attention to his way of speaking, and this results in his different styles.

Fishman (1972) agrees that the speaker tends to shift between the styles according

to the addressee, the topic of the communication and the setting (when and where

the communication is happening). Yet ‘style’ is a vague notion which has been

defined in numerous expressions and ways of thoughts. Acording to Crystal

(2006: 316), “these ways of thoughts can be classified into two broad types: the

evaluative and the descriptive”. Depending on this definition, the evaluative type,

as its name indicates, implies the judgement on someone’s linguistic productions

for being distinctive in the sense of being ‘exellent in performance’; by contrast, the

descriptive one is based on describing the individual’s linguistic manifestation of

being, for instance, ‘informal’ because of the use of nonstandard distinguishable

characteristics which reflect place, period of time, etc with no value judgements or

personal bias (Crystal, 2006). The descriptive ‘approach’ is used in the descriptive

studies as in linguistics in which the objectivity is basicaly required.

1.3. Sociolinguistic Aims and Methods

Over time during the progress of the scientific fields, every discipline had led

to the emergence of another discipline (or disciplines) which is (are) not much

more important but rather more enriched in other subjects marginalized or not

tackled before, and this is the case within language studies. In fact, this was not a

matter of a total separation but rather a helpful accumulation in aims and

consequences.

Indeed, dialectology as an autonomous discipline standing by its own

methods and aims had had a great effect on the development of sociolinguistics,

since the geographical variations studied in traditional dialectology had been

introduced in correlation with social factors. Then, sociolinguistics also has

progressed due to the introduction of discourse analysis, pragmatics and

ethnography.
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In the same line of thought, Llamas et al. (2007: xv) state that:

Sociolinguistic interest in variation and change1 can be
drawn in a straight line back to the earlier traditional
concerns of dialectology and philology, which described the
different varieties that make up a language and traced the
historical development of particular features of vocabulary
and grammar

Thus, this statement draws the connection between ‘the study of language in

relation to society’2, i.e. sociolinguistics, and dialect geography which aimed at

providing the geographical location of speakers and their varieties on maps

( or specificically variables). In addition, the sound historical studies in philology

offer important linguistic descriptions on which sociolinguists might rely.

As a matter of fact, sociolinguists aim at examining the effect of social

differences in linguistic behaviour. Since sociolinguistics is a scientific research, it

might imply either explicitly or implicitly thinking about language variations

through comparison, as Swanson (1971) posits “ thinking without comparison is

unthinkable”3. In another word, comparison is used either in single-case (one

variable or variety) or in multiple-case (two or more variables or varieties) studies.

Comparison might be translated in a number of systematic comparative

methods and techniques such as the qualitative comparative analysis (QCA). The

latter was developed in the late 1980s to mix between “qualitative” (i.e. case-

oriented) and “quantitative” (i.e. variable-oriented) techniques as being “synthetic

strategy” in order to “integrate the best features of the case oriented approach with

the best features of the variable-oriented approach”4 so as to have a fruitful

accumulation in analysis and results (Rihoux et al., 2009)

1 Language change will be discussed in the 3rd chapter (section 1.7)
2 Sociolinguistics, see Hudson (1996: 01).
3 Quoted in Rihoux et al. (2009: xvii)
4 Quoted in Rihoux et al. (2009: 06)
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‘Comparative analysis’ had emerged in all disciplines (e.g. dialectology and

philology1 as well) before the arrival of sociolinguistics. As an example, in the

early years of the eighteenth (18th ) century, the philosopher Leibniz encouraged the

searchers in the field of language to gather lexical items throughout unlimited range

of languages for the sake of comparing and categorizing them depending on the

Swadesh’s core-vocabulary list, including proper names, common verbs and

climate phenomena. (Gulya, 1974 in Jourdan and Tuite, 2006). In the case of this

research, the comparative method is applied on the contemporary Arabic varieties

under study, ‘Ksr and Amr’; whereas CA or MSA has an analogical background

function (Jackobson, 1972).

During the second half of the nineteenth (19th ) century, the comparative

method sustained the studies of language change for the sake of answering certain

questions like: how do languages change? As a result of sociolinguistic provisions,

further systematic explanations for language change had been offerred through

exploring questions like: why do languages change? Amongst those methods which

followed the new technology: the recording on digital tape device, telephone

surveys, using computer programmes for storing great amounts of information and

others. In addition, the quantitative2 analysis of the recorded data makes the

comparisons between the linguistic variables in question across different accents

and dialects possible (Chambers and Trudgill, 2004). Moreover, ‘Comparative

reconstruction’ is another research procedure which implies the phonological

comparison between languages through a backward chronogical scheme, a precised

period; but the phonetic deduction seems to be less certain as much as the historical

facts are uncertain (Crystal, 2006).

As it is mentioned before, dialectologists were concerned with mapping the

geographical boundaries between rural varieties and its users (see section 2.). They

1 The scientific study of the linguistic development.
2 They are “techniques of randomized experiments, quasi-experiments, paper and pencil “objectives” tests,
multivariate statistical analyses, sample surveys, and the like”;whereas, qualitative methods involve
“ethnography case studies, in-depth interviews and participant-observation”, (Cook and Reichardt, 1979.
Quoted in Paulston, 1992: 133)
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based their analysis on informants whose social characteristics are simplified in the

acronym ‘NORMs’ i.e. non-mobile, older, rural, males (Chambers and Tudgill,

2004). However, sociolinguistics drew the attention towards a detailed study

relying upon a multi-dimensional categorization for the social factors of the

informants: age (older/younger), gender (male/female), context (rural/urban), and

others.

1.4. Essential Elements in Sociolinguistic Studies

In every dialectological or sociolinguistic research, there are certain

significant elements that the researcher should explore. These bases are described

in Chambers et al. (2004: 45) who notes that:

All speakers have a social background as well as a regional
location, and in their speech they often identify themselves
not only as natives or inhabitants of a particular place but
also as members of a particular social class, age group,
ethnic background, or other social characteristic.

Accordingly, through analyzing this quotation, one can easily notice that the

speakers exhibit social and regional stamps through their speech, so as to identify

their belonging to a specific community. In addition, the linguistic behaviour also

indicates the speaker’s membership to particular social categories like age, gender,

ethnicity, and others.

Chambers’ statement includes a great deal of bases and criteria upon which

this dissertation is constructed. Therfore, by considering the varieties under

analysis, El-Ksour and El-Amour, the speakers of each variety are from two

different social background, and they are originally from different geographical

regions, Sfissifa (ksour area) and countryside of Ain Sefra 1 respectively.

Therefore, the speakers must be categorized in social and regional groups or

communities according to the aim of the research.

1 These matters will be discussed in details in the next chapter.
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1.4.1. Community Approaches

Overtime, ordinary people tend to live in groups under the human principle of

collection and sharing within family, tribe or society. However, in fields of research

the terms concerning people collection must be much more technical in use, helpful

in analysis and influential in results. Therefore, the specialists have established a

scale for categorising people according to the objectives and circumstances of

research.

The term speech community describes the basic sample of informants in the

sociolinguistic research, (Gumperz, 1968). A number of definitions were

established during the life of language study, Trudgill (1992: 69) defines the term

as: “A community of speakers who share the same verbal repertoire, and who share

the same norm for linguistic behaviours”. In other words, it is a group of people

who share the same linguistic system / subsystems.

In addition, every person belongs to several speech communities at the same

time, because he can identify himself with a particular SC in a special occasion,

a specific place or time, in this vein, Fasold (1990) says:

People alter their norms for speech behavior to conform to
the appropriate speech community, by adding, subtracting,
and substituting rules of communicative behavior.

(Quoted in Dendane, 2007: 33)

In this view, the different social identities, rules and norms which indicate the

individual’s belonging to his appropriate speech communities are identified in their

different linguistic manifestations. Regarding the speaker’s manipulation of his

linguistic behaviour to identify or to change his social or regional belonging, Le

Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985: 181) explain the notion of acts of identity in the

following terms:
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The individual creates for himself the patterns of his
linguistic behavior so as to resemble those of the group or
groups with which from time to time he wishes to be
identified, or so as to be unlike those from whom he wishes
to be distinguished.

In this way, the speaker’s linguistic behaviour identifies a great scheme of

social identities, as he can be identified with/or distinguished from a particular

group of people either willingly or unwillingly.

Furthermore, social network as a concept taken from sociology was

introduced in sociolinguistics due to its significance in patterning people for the

sake of studying their linguistic behaviour (s). This term is defined by Milroy and

Gordon (2003) as “the relationships [individuals] contract with others... [reaching]

out through social and geographical space linking many individuals”1. In such a

manner, the social network is concerned with the close geographical and social

environment of the individual, that is to say, what are the social patterns of

association between people (family and friends) for studying the effect of each

pattern on shaping the individual’s way of talking?.

Many researchers like the Milroys (1987; 1994) have claimed the necessity of

the network as a social basis of research for a better understanding of how social

and regional linguistic variables are distributed, as well as how linguistic change is

taking place within a community or throughout communities (Jourdan and Tuite,

2006; Labov, 2010).

Moreover, the concept communities of practice, introduced in sociolinguistics

by Eckert (1992), denotes another way of describing a social grouping. Meyerhoff

describes the community of practice simply as ‘a specific kind of social network’2,

Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (1992) define the term as:

1 Stated in Meyerhoff (2003: 184)
2 Meyerhoff. (2006: 189)
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[A]n aggregate of people who come together around mutual
engagement in an endeavour. Ways of doing things, ways of
talking, beliefs, values, power relations- in short practices –
emerge in the course of this mutual endeavour.

(Quoted in Holmes and Meyerhoff, 2003: 29-30)

Communities of practice are concerned with a ‘mutual engagement’ which is

a narrow environment in which individuals are involved in social interaction based

on social endeavours for epitomizing group membership and on a common

linguistic repertoire, in addition to an important criterion which must be mentioned

that is working on shared goals in practice within a space of function, otherwise,

the community of practice becomes a social network, and the term would be

needless (Meyerhoff, 2006). Besides, Eckert and McConnell-Ginet extend the term

to global communities with large notions as religion, academic trends and

professions (Llamas et al., 2007).

Overall, those three different ‘community models’ have commonalities as

well as differences. Obviously, social network and community of practice seem to

share noteworthy points with each other more than with the speech community

model. Both use the qualitative data collection (e.g. the participant observation in

Milroy and Eckert) (Meyerhoff, 2006).

By comparing speech community with community of practice, one can see

that the membership is constructed internally within the latter and externally with

the former. In other terms, mutual engagement is not necessary to assess the

membership to a specific speech community in contrast with community of practice

which necessitates the engagement in practice to serve particular goals in the

workplace (Llamas et al., 2007).

Despite these contrasts between the frameworks, the researcher must be

cautious when using the terms, especially when he/she is engaged in a complex

sociolinguistic case of study. Although, further researches are inquired in order to

found fruitful criteria of distinction and use, the term ‘speech community’ is used in
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this research work relying on Spolsky’s definition, after giving numerous

explanations to the term, he (1998: 27) claims that:

The speech community is, therefore, the ‘abstract’ space
studied in sociolinguistics, the location in which the
patterned variation in selection from the available
repertoire takes place

Spolsky relates the definition of the speech community nature to the set of

variations in question within the sociolinguistic research itself. At this point, one

can consider the sample of population under the linguistic study a ‘speech

community’, as its main aim is the identification of certain sociolinguistic realities

(purposes).

1.4.2. Linguistic Variable

The use of this term is very necessary in any sociolinguistic achievement. It

was introduced in Labov’s work (1963) in the rural speech community Martha’s

Vineyard. The existence of the linguistic variable can be clearly shown in Llamas

et al. (2007: 03) statement: “A choice between two or more distinct but

linguistically equivalent variants represents the existence of a linguistic variable”.

In this way, the linguistic variable is the linguistic feature that sustains two

realisations, which are governed by social variables and offer social interpretations

within the same speaker’s speech or different speakers’. (Chambers and Trudgill,

2004; Waurdhaugh, 2006)

In sociolinguistics, this linguistic unit is considered as an indispensable basis

for qualitative and quantitative data analysis; Llamas et al. (2007: 221) defines the

linguistic variable as “a descriptive and analytical unit used to describe and

quantify patterns of variation in speech and writing”. The alternation between the

variants of a certain variable within the same utterance does not affect the meaning

as they are allophones and not phonemes. For example, the variable (h) in the

following words has two variants: [h] in “who” and [Ø] in “while”, and the variable

(t) which occurs as a glottal stop [Ɂ] as in “not” for the Cockney. The occurrence of 

variants is governed by linguistic factors such as the position of sounds within the
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utterance, and non-linguistic factors such as the age of the speakers, in a way or

another, it needs sociolinguistic interpretations. Variables can be found at all levels

of the linguistic structure; phonology, morphology and lexis.

1.4.3. Gender and Age Effectiveness

One among the most known works on language and gender is the one edited

by Holmes and Meyerhoff in which the contributors tended to consider the

significance of ‘gender’ as a momentous social factor within the study of the

variability of linguistic behaviour. Holmes and Meyerhoff (2003: 01) claim that

“Language and gender is a particularly vibrant area of research and theory

development within the larger study of language and society” i.e. the involvement

of gender categorization in the data analysis is very necessary for the development

of the sociolinguistic field of research. In the context of language and gender

studies, Kendall (1999) notes:

Women and men do not generally choose linguistic options
for the purpose of creating masculine or feminine
identities; instead, they draw upon gendered linguistic
strategies to perform pragmatic and interactional functions
of language. Thus, constitute roles in a gendered way. It is
the manner in which people constitute their identities when
acting within a social role that is linked with gender- that
is, being a “good mother”, being a “good manager”.

(Cited in Holmes and Meyerhoff, 2003: 13)

This ‘framing approach’ of ‘gender-based social categories’ demonstrates that

the distinct linguistic features associated with gender serve pragmatic and

communicational functions within the society. Likewise, the study of language

including sex factor1 as an identity index is asalient constituent in the study of

language social indices in general, i.e. the individual’s identity is a member of the

social group’s identities.

1 It is convenient to distinguish between gender and sex as “[they] serve a useful analytic purpose in
contrasting a set of biological facts with a set of cultural facts” (Shapiro (1981), quoted in Holmes et al.
2003: 22). Thus, the distinction is rather a matter of the researcher’s reference, whether it is biological or
sociocultural one. However, in this research work the distinction is not demanded.
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Moreover, many studies on linguistic change, as Labov’s Language Variation

and Change (1991), have asserted that women use a higher frequency of standard

linguistic forms than men and they are generally responsible for linguistic

innovations.

Just like the case of gender, age is another important social factor in studying

language: Llamas et al. (2007: 69) assert that: “The treatment of age in

sociolinguistic studies is influenced, to a degree, by a primary concern with 

language change or with language variation”. Subsequently, the importance of age

variable lies into two principles within the language study: linguistic variation

within the language (variety) itself synchronically and change of language during

generations diachronically. The individual’s age is used as a criterion in qualitative

and quantitative data analysis. For instance, sociolinguists collect data based on age

classification in order to seek for answers to the following questionings: do the

linguistic differences within a particular dialect refer to the speakers’ difference of

age? Do old individuals speak like young ones? Which category of people uses a

great amount of linguistic changed features: elders, adults or younger? Many

studies have tackled the comparison between adults’ and younger’s’ speech

(Labov, 1990; Holmes and Meyerhoff, 2003)

1.4.4. Ethnic Distinction

The term ethnicity has been firstly introduced in the social science literature in

the 1950s. Like gender and age, ethnicity has been considered as a key aspect of

individuals’ identity (O’Reilly, 2001; Good, 2008) According to Llamas et al.

(2007: 78) the ethnic group usually implies the following parameters:

1) Origins that precede or are external to the state.

2) Group membership that is involuntary.

3) Ancestral tradition rooted in a shared sense of people hood.

4) Distinctive value orientations and behavioural patterns.
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5) Influence of the group on the lives of its members.

6) Group membership influenced by how members define themselves and how 

they are defined by others. (National Council of Social Studies, Task Force on 

Ethnic Studies 1976).

Therefore, the belonging to one’s ethnic group is not willingly or voluntarily as

it is born with no choice; it is based on how the members who share the same way

of life, traditions and behaviours define themselves and are defined by others, i.e.

the way they distinguish themselves and are distinguished by the others is held

through the appearance of cultural traits which identify people ethnically. As

Crystal (2006: 302) shows, the ethnic group term can be used in order to identify

many of the ‘tribal divisions’ by which numerous countries in Africa are

characterized, both of the terms ‘tribe’ and ‘ethnic group’ are used alternatively in

this research work with no different denotative meaning.

Nevertheless, other researchers tend to introduce other criteria for the

definition, one that is based on the individual’s deeds rather than his personal

characteristics (Giles,1976; Fought, 2002)1.

Numerous studies have tackled the varieties based on the ethnicity criterion

as ‘ethnic varieties’ which “may serve a full range of symbolic social roles and

functions, from marking relations of social dominance and subordination to

constructing and negotiating individual and group identities”2. Again, ethnicity is

considered as a proof for identifying the identity and the purpose of both of the

individual and his group. As it is the case of any linguistic behaviour, ethnic

varieties supply social functions for denoting the identity of the individuals as well

as the group. This appears in Spolsky’s (1998: 57) sentence: “Most ethnic groups

believe that their language is the best medium for preserving and expressing their

traditions.” He uses the term language in its general meaning, a system or a sub-

1 Refer to Llamas et al. (2007)
2 Llamas et al. (2007: 82)
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system, yet it is specific to the members of an ethnic group by which they express

and protect their customs and own traditions.

Algeria, the second largest country in Africa, was inhabited by many ethnic

groups and sub-groups, namely the berbers during the ancient time who are

considered as the first natives with a number of tribes and sub-tribes. By the Islam

arrival to Algeria in the eleventh (11th ) century, the berbers’ conversion to Islam

was the first measurement in arabizing the population due to the Arabic existence

along its territories; hence, the variability of people’s settlement and contact makes

the Algerian social profile variable and that influences the linguistic behaviour

within the human group and individual himself, since on the linguistic ground, the

contact between people plays a great role.

It is important to seek the differences between two different ethnic varieties

throughout different speech communities, but it is interesting when the ethnic

groups are from the same community speaking the same varieties and using

different distributions of specific linguistic variables, quantitatively and

qualitatively.

1.4.5. Bedouin/Urban/Rural Classification

Speaking about this kind of classification within the Arabic context is clearly

epitomised in Ibn Jinni in the tenth (10th ) century and Ibn Khaldoun’s Muqaddima

in the fourteenth (14th ) century. Many studies in traditional dialectology inherited

from Ibn Khaldoun have revealed that the Arabic people patterns are typically

divided into two types: Nomadic (Bedouin) and Sedentary (rural and urban).

Accordingly, in correlation with this contextual classification, there are three

different typological divisions of Arabic varieties: Bedouin (badawȋ) dialect and

Sedentary (hadarȋ) dialect in which there are rural (qarawȋ or fellȃhȋ) and urban

(madanȋ) dialects (Cadora, 1992; Miller et al., 2007). Many studies on the dialects

of North Africa have followed Ibn Khaldoun’s historical demarcations such as Ph.

Marçais (1960).
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In his description of Bedouin and Sedentary dialects, J. Cantineau (1937,

1941) distinguishes between the two categories of dialects by characterizing the

bedouin as the one which keeps the realisation of the three interdentals /ɵ, ð, đ/̣

which are produced as the two dentals /t, d / in sedentary one.

In addition, the voiced [ɡ] is the most known feature within the bedouin 

dialects in cotrast with the voiceless [q], the glottal stop [ʔ] and the voiceless plosive

[k] which are sedentary features, specifically urban ones. Concerning the

pronunciation of [q], Cantineau (1938)1 asserts that only the sedentary dialects have

this pronunciation.

In certain contemporary studies, from the linguistic point of view, the

distinction between the classes of Arabic varieties does not rely on the speaker’s

geographical location or people’s lifestyle but rather on the presence/absence of

certain features on the linguistic levels. In this context, according to Cohen (1970),

rural varieties as opposed to urban varieties are charcterized by the following

features:

 The preservation of diphthongs in use which are realised as long vowels in the

urban varieties, i.e. the glides /aɪ, au/ for undedrlying [i:, u:]. For example, the 

words /b aɪt/ and /jaum/ are articulated as [bi:t] and [ju:m] (‘house’ and ‘day’) 

respectively

 The keepping of the interdentals (of MSA) /ɵ, ð, đ/̣ which are replaced by the

dentals [t, d,] in urban varieties

 The conjugation of defective verbs is different from the form within the

urban  variety, for instance: the root < mʃj > and < bkj > ‘idea of going’ and ‘idea 

of crying’ respectively are conjugated as: /m ʃi:t/ and /b ki:t/ in urban varieties 

while in rural ones /mʃajt/ and /b kӕjt/ are used.  

1 Cantineau’s French quotation (1938: 82) is: « Seule une prononciation sourde du qaf a un sens décisif: tous
les parlers de sédentaires, et seuls las parlers de sédentaires ont cette prononciation »
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In some cases, it is quite difficult to classify a dialect as Bedouin or sedentary

because of the vernaculars which have been emerged from the process of

bedouinisation and urbanisation (Miller et al., 2007). Yet, by applying all these

considerations on the Ksr and Amr varieties, the former seems to be closer to a

rural variety; while the latter might be classified as Bedouin variety due to the

origin of its ethnic group.

The above traditional division of the Arabic dialects in Ibn Khaldoun’s work

is still productive and used today, as it is the case in this research work. In

addition, the ethnic factor helps in understanding the linguistic accommodation and

change theories resulting from language contact processes.

1.4.6. Language Contact

In a multilingual society, the individual controls a range of two or more

languages (or ‘varieties’, neutrally). When languages come together into play, they

are subjected to contact since the speakers need to interact for several reasons, and

this what Malinowski (or Malinovsky) called “phatic communion” which means

the expressive function of speech (language). These language functions are the

essential aim of any contact. Jakobson (1960: 353) defines this term as follows:

“CONTACT, a physical channel and psychological connection between the

addresser and the addressee, enabling both of them to enter and stay in

communication”. Jakobson, here, relates ‘contact’ with any communicative channel

to include all what is beyond face-to-face conversations for he does not precise the

dependecy of the psychological relation on the nature of the channel. Thus, any

contact between two (or more) people that holds a communicative purpose

designates the contact between two (or more) languages (or varieties). Yet, the fact

of studying many languages subjected to contact implies the study of different

cultures, as Sapir (2004: 87) claims:
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Languages like cultures are rarely sufficient unto
themselves; the necessities of intercourse bring the speakers
of one language into direct or indirect contact with those of
neighboring or culturally dominant languages.

In this statement, Sapir states that neither human culture nor language can

grow in a vacuum, and social necessities drive individuals to get involved in

communicative exchange of their habits and ideas which deliver certain cultural

behaviours most of which are linguistic ones. Among the language contact

phenomena, one might mention the following: multilingualism (to be discussed in

chapter two), code switching1 and borrowing2 and others (Waurdhaugh, 2006).

In like manner, dialects of the same language are also addressed to contact.

Then, numerous linguistic features come out from this contact as Llamas et al.

(2007: 109) say: “dialect contact is rather associated with more gradual, often

quantitative changes in the realisation of certain variables in morphology and

phonology”. The linguistic change realised through dialect contact appears

gradually on the speakers’ phonological and morphological features. Hence, the

same results of language contact could occur within dialect contact and vice versa

(Jourdan and Tuite, 2006).

Trudgill’s work (1986) on dialect contact has revealed many claims on the

significance of this process in shaping other processes such as linguistic

accommodation.

1.4.7. Language Accommodation

Different neighbouring dialects that have been subjected to communication

play a great role in decreasing ‘dialect diversity’ (Labov, 2010). This process of

reduction of linguistic diversity and differences between dialects was labelled as

‘dialect levelling’, which is the building of new patterns of a “historically mixed

1 “The use of more than one language in the same place at the same time”, (Thomason, 2001: 01)
2 “Tthe simplest kind of influence that one language may exert on another is the ‘borrowing’ of words when
there is cultural borrowing there is always the likelihood that the associated words may be borrowed too”,
(Sapir,2004: 37)
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but synchronically stable”1 dialect, that is to say, the new forms established to

decrease dialectal unintelligibility are mixed by the lexemes used during precise

historical periods and at the same time are used in the period studied

synchronically, within a precise period (Trudgill, 1986; Auer and Hiskensen, 1996;

Llamas et al., 2007). According to Meyerhoff (2006: 239), dialect levelling is “the

gradual erasure or loss of the differences that have traditionally distinguished very

local or highly regionalised varieties of a language”. It is the outcome of the

gradual process of reducing the linguistic distinctive features when the contact

between the speakers of different varieties of the same language takes place.

Furthermore, Bloomfield’s principle of accommodation has led to better

understanding of ‘dialect levelling’; he (1933: 476) claims that “Every speaker is

constantly adapting his speech-habits to those of his interlocutors.”2 Hence, the

speaker may adapt his way of speaking to other dialectal features in a way or

another, on different linguistic levels within certain circumstances. According to

Chambers (1992: 667): “the lexical replacements are acquired faster than

pronunciation and phonological variants”, i.e. when a specific speech community

has witnessed a linguistic change, or narrowly speaking accommodation on the

lexical level, the replaced (new) lexeme spreads across the speakers’ linguistic

behaviour more quickly than new accents3 or phonemes do.

Within the speech community, the speakers who are more adaptable in nature

exhibit a high degree of adopted linguistic features from the target dialect, and vice

versa (Trudgill, 1986; Chambers, 1992). In this way, language accommodation is

the outcome of dialects contact and this phenomenon may result in the linguistic

change process.

1 Trudgill (1986: 107).
2 Quoted in Labov (2010: 05)
3“The characteristic pronunciation patterns of a variety of speech. A speaker’s accent can often identify their
social class, age, gender, geographical origins, ethnicity and even their political affiliations. Accent can be
technically described by phonemes and intonation patterns”. (Llamas et al., 2007:205)
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1.4.8. Linguistic Change

Throughout the nineteenth (19th ) century, the primary aim of linguistics was

to study the historical progress of particular languages for the sake of building

general hypotheses for linguistic change, under the branch of historical linguistics,

or in another term: diachronic studies of language1 which Lyons (1981: 35)

defines as follows :

A diachronic description of a language traces the historical
development of the language and records the changes that
have taken place in it between successive points in time:
‘diachronic’ is equivalent, therefore, to ‘historical’.

This definition maintains that language change is a diachronic process, for

these studies are concerned with the change of language over time or during a

period of time. Briefly, it is the result of time and history as well.

Essentially, linguistic change must be seen at two different but correlated

levels, as Labov (1994: 26) asserts:

[…] we must separate the variation due to change from the
variation due to social factors like sex, social class and
social networks, and ethnicity. And from the variation due
to internal factors like sentence stress, segmental
environment, word order and phrase structure.

In fact, Labov insists on including both social and structural analyses when

investigating the change of a particular variety (language or dialect). Thus,

language change might be recognized by the systematic differences in the linguistic

behaviour itself (the linguistic levels of analysis) and the social differences between

the speakers of that variety (social variables). As it is widely agreed, the

explanation of the language change lies in knowing its causes. Accordingly, by

investigating the factors behind linguistic change, the researchers come out with

some factors related to the nature of society and others related to the language

itself.

1 De Saussure’s dichotomy (diachronic /synchronic), the latter is defined in Lyons as “A synchronic
description of a language is not historical: it presents an account of the language as it is at some particular
point in time” (ibid)
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Moreover, a number of researchers differentiate between two types of

language change, which are rather correlated with the reasons and circumstances

behind the change. In this respect, Trudgill (1983) states that:

[L]inguistic changes may come in two rather different
types. Some forms of linguistic change may be relatively
‘natural’, in the sense that they are liable to occur in all
linguistic systems, at all times, without external stimulus,
because of the inherent nature of linguistic systems
themselves—and it is here of course that the stability of the
nature of human beings is relevant. Other types of
linguistic change, on the other hand, may be relatively
‘non-natural’, in the sense that they take place mainly as
the result of language contact. They are, that is, not due to
the inherent nature of language systems, but to processes
that take place in particular sociolinguistic situations.

(Cited in Good, 2008 : 218)

In sum, historical linguistic change research has taken into consideration the

study of the social dimensions of the speakers, such as age, gender and ethnicity, on

the one hand, and the investigation of the structural system of the variety, such as:

phonological, grammatical and lexical level, on the other hand.

As far as this sociolinguistic research is concerned, it is very convenient to

mention at this point the language change on the lexical level. However, the

researcher cannot marginalize the effects of sound change on the lexical change, as

Chen and Wang (1977) claim:

Sound change does not operate on the lexicon en bloc and
instantaneously or according to a uniform schedule: rather,
it spreads itself gradually across the lexicon, and operates
on words or groups thereof one after another […] this
gradual spread of phonological change from morpheme to
morpheme has become known under the name of lexical
diffusion.

(Quoted in Cadora, 1992: 09)

Accordingly, the operation of sound change happens through time with no

uniform or regular way to follow1. Thus, lexical change is a gradual process; it

1 See section (1.2.)
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begins from the small unit in the linguistic system of the variety, which is the

phoneme1 and spreads across the morphemes, until this change covers the whole

lexicon of the variety. This process is coined as ‘lexical diffusion’. In the same vein

of ideas Chen and Wang (1977) say:

[…] a phonological rule gradually extends its scope of
operation to a larger and larger portion of the lexicon until
all relevant lexical items have been transformed by the
process.

(ibid: 08)

This idea of the phonological rule as a first step clarifies the procedures of

language change maintenance and transmission which begins from the smallest unit

to the meaningful unit then make up the whole system of the language. At this

point, it is worthy to mention the difference between the technical terms,

transmission and diffusion. Labov (2010: 11) defines the concepts:

Transmission is seen as the product of children’s cognitive
capacities as language learners: it is the basic process
responsible both for stability and for the regularity of
change within the speech community. Diffusion across
speech communities, on the other hand, is seen as the
product of the more limited learning capacity of adults.
Because adults acquire language in a less regular and
faithful manner than children do, the results of such
language contact are found to be less regular and less
consistent than transmission within the community.

Thus, though both terms exhibit the idea of language change, transmission is

the result of the children’s cognitive process when learning language within a

specific community, whilst diffusion is the adults’ product when acquiring

language throughout speech communities and along their life experiences.

Diffusion is, therefore, less regular than transmission, since it is a matter of adults’

responsibility, and here the significance of the age factor within the sociolinguistic

study inevitably occurs.

1 The very smallest building parts of phonological structure are the features, the characteristics of phoneme,
e.g. n [+ nasal], and since language change is concerned primarily with phonemes, it is also concerned with
features.
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On another facet, Cadora (1992) relates between the linguistic structure and

ecological one, in the following figure. It might simplify the explanation of

linguistic change through change in social classification:

Figure 1.1: Ecological Structure and Linguistic Correlates in the Arab World.

(Derni, 2009: 54)

Cadora places the importance of studying linguistic change with reference to

the ecological change of the environment of the language in question. In his work

about studying a Palestinian dialect, he claimed that the rural features of this dialect

had been replaced by the urban prestigious elements of Jerusalem.

In this respect, Cadora explains these cases of ecolinguistic1 change occurrences

by saying:

These ecolinguistic changes occur, not as result of processes
of imitation or borrowings, but rather from the application
of new ecolinguistic rules developed through an intuitive
process that subjects the ruralite linguistic system to an
analysis which takes into consideration the new urbanite
data.

(Cadora, 1992: 136)

Hence, Cadora’s view of the change from the rural to the urban linguistic

system is, therefore, ecological transformational process from rural to urban social

1 “ Ecolinguistics is the study of language according to the environment it is used in it. The term emerged in
the nineties as a new paradigm of language study that speculates about not only the intra-relations, the inter-
relations, and the extra-relations of language and environment, but also combinations of these relations”
(Derni, 2009: 18)

Ecological Structure

Nomadic Context Sedentary Context

Bedouin Arabic Sedentary Arabic

Urban Arabic Rural Arabic
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environment and not an outcome of pure linguistic operations as borrowing1

or imitation through imitating the others for a range of personal or social reasons.

In this context, within the speech community “changes in social structure are

translated into changes in linguistic structure”. (Meillet, 1921)2. Thus, linguistic

change is a result among the facts resulting from the social change, one can suggest

that whenever there is a change on the linguistic level there is behind this

automatically a change on the social level. Indeed, the process of investigating the

causes of a result is more difficult than describing the fact solely. This reality has

called for the assumption that globalization evidently influences language change

interms of ‘language ideologies’, or in other words, the linguistic representations

and forms that serve the social tranformations within a specific human group

(networks, speech communities and communities of practice, etc.) which must be

analysed within the sociolinguistic scale of globalization (genres, registers, styles

and others) (Blommaert, 2003)

1.5. Conclusion

This chapter is purely the theoretical phase of the whole work. It has

introduced a number of language aspects, phenomena and fields of study.

Furthermore, its aim was to consider the relation between the linguistic behaviour

and non-linguistic factors, as well as to demonstrate the reflection of a large scheme

of social identities in the individual’s language variations.

The application of the technical terms stated in this chapter will be clearly

seen in the next one. Thus, the reader will take a close look on the scene of

language variation, i.e. the speech community under study, which is Ain Sefra. The

researcher will describe this community from the social and linguistic perspectives

in order to demonstrate the several dialects connected to this geographical space.

1 The adoption and adaptation of new words from other language in the native language, by “mixing the
systems themselves” (Hudson, 1996: 55).
2 Quoted in Labov (2010: 185)
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2.1. Introduction

The speech community of Ain Sefra which is under investigation is widely

known by its ethnic and biological diversity. This is due to the historical facts that

had shaped the social status and the geographical image that created the different

biological lives in that region.

However, the concern of the research work is to draw the attention towards the

linguistic level in which a comparison takes place between actually coexisting

varieties which are the Ksr and Amr ones. These varieties, are called thus after their

ethnic groups, seem to be worthwhile for analysis, since during the researcher’s trip

of observation of the two specific ethnic groups, El-ksour and El-Amour, various

differences have been extremely remarked apart from others that will be cited

through the points discussed in this chapter.

Therefore, this chapter explores many issues related to the region of Ain Sefra.

Thereof, the geographical, historical and social domains are tackled along the lines

coming below. In addition, this part introduces the general linguistic profile of

Algeria and the specific one of the region which is the indispensable vein of the

body of the research.

2.2. The Algerian Linguistic Context

In order to give a broad picture of the linguistic profile in Algeria, it is

necessary to talk about variability in all its sorts, since there is common consensus

among linguists and even non-linguists that the Algerian linguistic figure is

colourful due to the various language phenomena that co-exist in the community.
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2.2.1. The Arabic Language

Arabic as a semitic language is spoken all over the Arab world countries. It

takes two forms: Standard Arabic and dialectal Arabic; the former includes

Classical Arabic (CA) and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) while the latter is the

set of varieties used in daily life communications. The difference between CA and

MSA lies basically in lexis, CA is the form of the Qur’an, it was used in writings

and poetry even in the pre-Islamic era; whereas, MSA has developed to serve

education and mass-media inquiries and be used in official circumstances allover

the Arab Nation. Marçais (1960: 566) notes in his description of CA that:

[Classical Arabic] had an extremely rich vacabulary, due
to the Bedouins’ power of observation and partly to poetic
exuberance; some of the wealth may be due to dialect
mixture. It was not rich in forms of constructions, but
sufficiently flexible to survive the adaptation to the needs of
a highly urbanized and articulate culture without a
disruption of its structure.

Marçais insists on the lexical richness of CA in using the adverb ‘extremely’.

He persumes the reasons by referring to its Bedouin origin, its use in poems and the

probability of its mixing with other dialects. He also gives another characteristic of

CA which is the flexibility to cope with the new without loosing its structure,

through introducing the urbanisation process. In a way or another, Marçais sheds

the light on an important questioning of whether CA is really a dead language!

According to many researchers in the field, CA is classified as dead language

besides others such as Latin (Waurdhaugh, 2006), Mouhadjer (2002: 989) asserts

that: “ Classical Arabic, the language of the Koran is considered as a dead

language”, this can be referred to the no longer use of this form of Arabic in the

formal settings since MSA is used instead apart from religious circumstances as

prayers or reading the Qur’an, i.e. although the language exists in writings and

archives it cannot be considered as a ‘living language’ (Sapir, 2004).
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Since the current work is concerned primarily with the lexical level, MSA

term is used along in order to reduce the confusion between the lexemes within the

two versions (CA/ MSA).

The Arabic language, as is the case of all languages in the world, consists of a

set of dialects (varieties) which tend to be classified as geographical at the first

place. These regional dialects are stated according to the common typology as it

follows: (1) Levantine, spoken in Lebanon, Syria and Palestine, (2) Iraqi, spoken in

Iraq, (3) Arabian Peninsula dialects, spoken in Saudi Arabia and Gulf territories, (4)

Egyptian, (5) Maghrebi dialects spoken in Northern Africa such as Algerian dialect

or Algerian Arabic (AA). Within Algeria, the same nation, dialects are adjacent and

distant, social and regional as the case in any other Arabic country (Miller et al.,

2007). The status of those colloquial dialects within their speech communities is

common, they display the spoken forms of the population, as opposed to MSA

which represents the official and the written form.

Besides the different socio-political positions, the linguitsic differences

between the colloquial varieties like Algerian Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic

are summarised in some clear features such as the disapearance of the endings

(‘/ħaraka:t/’) in AA as opposed to MSA nouns and adjectives in which there are 

three grammatical cases the nominative, accusative and genitive. The noun is in the

nominative case when it is a subject ending by the high back short /u(n)1/ (known in

Arabic as ‘/ɖamma/’), and it is in the accusative case when it is an object of a verb 

ending by the long front short /a(n)/ (‘/fatħa /’) and it is in the genitive case when it 

is preceeded by a preposition to take the high front short vowel /i(n)/ (‘/kæsræ /’) at

the end (Derni, 2009).

1 The addition of (n) is known by ‘/tanwi:n/’ symbolized in Arabic as (  ً◌ ٌ◌ ٍ◌ ) for the genitive, nominative
and accusative cases respectively.
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As it is discussed in the first chapter, social contact has a very important

influence on the liguistic profile of the society as well a the individuals. Similarly,

the different civilisations which occupied Algeria have left different linguistic

prints. The socio-historical background of Algeria can be displayed through three

main periods of time, firstly the existence of the Berbers in the country, secondly,

the Arabic settelments and thirdly, the French colonisation.

In spite of the Arabisation which had spread allover the Algerian territories

due to Islam spread, Berber language or ‘Tamazight’1 still gains a salient social

status among their speakers, and the proof on this is the preservation of its use till

nowadays.

MSA was stated to be an official and national language of Algeria according

to the constitution (1963). The French policy of education in 1880s in Algeria was

aiming at eradicating the Algerian belonging, since Jules Ferry believed that the

French identity could be seeded through schools. Although the French denial of the

Arabic language during the era of colonisation by officializing French language,

Arabic was still the print of the Algerian Muslim identity, since it was taught in

traditional schools, named ‘zawiyat’ (sing. ‘zawiyah’).

Moreover, the Spanich and Turkish existence in the country had left some

prints on the linguistic domain, since Algeria was considered as a motive for many

invasions during the history. Certain researchers have proved some Spanish features

which are likely to be lexical ones were left behind during the Spanish presence in

Algeria in the sixteenth (16th ) century, for example: /rokna/ in Spanish “rincŏn” (a 

corner)2. As Algeria became under the Ottoman authority in 18th century, certain

elements were realised on the sociolinguistic level, e.g. the word /ʈobsi/3 (a plate).

These lexemes are instances of language interference which can be illustrated as

loan words.

1 ‘Tamazight’=> the language, ‘Amazigh’ => free man, ‘Imazighen’ => people (Pl.)
2 An example mentioned in Chachou, I. (2009). ‘Remarques sur le parler urbain de Mostaganem’. Synergies
Algérie. N° 4, pp. 69-81
3 In narrow phonemic transcription, [ʈopsi] ― [- voice] / regressive assimilation of voicing. 
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2.2.2. Diglossia and Multilingualism

Among the phenomena which describe the different use of the linguistic

behaviours (either languages or dialects) under certain conditions, one can mention

diglossia and bilingualism.

There are certain levels and directions in which Arabic dialects might be

classified. For instance, geographically, dialects are divided into Oriental and

Occidental varieties; while historically, they are classified into two categories, the

ancient and the medieval varieties (Miller et al., 2007). These facts make the views

towards MSA language and Arabic varieties different interms of position and

function. Then, here, it is worthy to speak firtsly about diglossia.

Diglossia is a linguistic contact phenomenon, according to Ferguson (1959) it

is defined as the existence of two different varieties: high (H) which is the standard

language and low (L) variety or the vernacular dialect side by side throughout the

speech community. Ferguson requires that the two varieties should certainly belong

to the same language and each one serves specific purposes, as he (1959: 245) says:

“one of most important features of diglossia is the specialization of function for H

and L”. In this case, the diglossic situation in Algeria could be represented into the

existence of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) as H variety used in schools, formal

meetings and religious ceremonies, and colloquial Algerian Arabic (AA) as L

variety used at home and informal settings. In sum, Ferguson spoke of H and L as

‘superposed’ languages. Indeed, the diglossic situation within the Arab world had

not been recently existed far from being recognized and written about, as Ferguson

(1959: 327) says: “Arabic diglossia seems to reach as far back as our knowledge of

Arabic goes”; and as it is widely accepted, besides Qur’an, Arabic was also the

language form of the pre-Islamic period.
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In diglossic situation, the H variety seems to be distinguished from the L one

in Romaine’s statement:

[…] not only in grammar, phonology, and vocabulary, but
also with respect to a number of social characteristics,
namely function, prestige, literary heritage, acquisition,
standardization, and stability.

(Romaine, 1994; Quoted in Mouhadjer, 2002: 991)

As it is stated, it is necessary to analyse each of the linguistic and the social

aspects of difference seperately and by Romaine’s order, through considering CA /

MSA as the ‘high’ variety and AA as the ‘low’ one:

 Grammar: Since L variety is not written and is not taught in schools, it has no

common and standardized grammar in addition to the disappearance of some

representative Standard grammatical features and categories which H variety

contains.

 Phonology: Some phonemes either consonant or vowels in the L variety(es)

have other variants within the H variety, as the case of /q/ → [ɡ] (Marçais, 1960). 

 Lexis: Since H and L are from the same language, they propably share the

same lexicon which behave differently grammaticaly and semantically besides

other items and expressions which denote different social meaning (Crystal, 2006).

In addition to those structural differences, social characteristics have to be taken

into conisderation.

 Function: Each of H and L has (a) specic function(s) which means the

appropriacy of use. MSA is used in formal speech as mosques; while AA is the

form of everyday speech as home. The use of L variety in the situations in which

the H usage is more appropriate seems to be a kind of an awckward behaviour and

vice versa (Hudson, 1996).
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 Prestige: Generally H variety is more prestigious than the L one due to many

reasons, such as the former is used in education, religion and literature;Whereas the

L use is limited to dailylife conversations (Spolsky, 1998)

 Literary heritage: Literature is used to be witten in H form either in prose or

poetry. The most known heritage in Classical Arabic is Coran whereas there is few

or almost no literature in L (or AA) only the occurrence of the popular expressions

and the folklore.

 Acquisition: Since the H variety is taught in schools, it is acquired through

learning; yet, the L variety is first acquired as a mother tongue.

 Standardization: As it is agreed, standardization is an important step in

preparing a chosen variety to be an official and national language which is the H

form.

 Stability: as Ferguson (1959), diglossia is a stable phenomenon. It still

denotes the specification of functions and status of each of the varieties.

However, the term diglossia has been further extended and refined by

Fishman (1967) who describes it as:

An enduring societal arrangement […] such that two
‘languages’ each have their secure, phenomenologically
legitimate and widely implemented functions.

(Quoted in Waurdhaugh (2006: 95) originally italics)

Thus, Fishman’s view includes in addition to monolingual cases, bilingual and

multilingual ones in which there is a huge range of varieties (languages and

dialects) genetically unrelated (they do not belong to the same language family) and

have separate and precised functions. Considering the following language relations

within the Algerian society, French as (H1) and Arabic as (L1) which is divided into

MSA as (H2) and AA as (L2) relationships besides Berber language as (L3), every
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language (or variety) is used according to certain purposes, circumstances and

situations.

In Algeria, the individuals tend to use three languages composing their verbal

repertoire which are: Arabic (by considering both of the standard and the

vernaculars), Berber1 and French. This linguistic phenomenon refers to numerous

historical facts. The following bilingual forms: Berber/ Arabic, Arabic/ French and

Berber/ French need to be analysed under the term of multilingualism.

Multilingualism, on the one hand, is the ability of an individual to speak two

or more distinct languages which are genetically unrelated (Gumperz, 1982).

Moreover, this term refers to the use or knowledge of more than one language

either by the individual or by the whole speech community. It is an individual as

well as social measurement, as Clyne (1998) states that:

The term ‘multilingualism’ can refer to either the language
use or the competence of an individual or to the language
situation in an entire nation or society

(Quoted in Coulmas 1998: 01)

In this quote, Clyne distinguishes between two types of multilingualism,

individual and societal one. The individual’s billingual abilities can be classified in

a continuum, from the very proficient to the very less proficient, this degree of

proficiency is assessed through the four skills products ( listening and reading

comprehension, speaking and writing expression). The fact in which Haugen (1966)

explains “[bilingualism begins] at the point where a speaker of one language can

produce complete, meaningful utterances in the other language”2 . Many of the

Algerian who had the opportunity to learn French and Standard Arabic in schools

are considered as a basis in forming what is known the ‘élite’. Hence, they

contribute in creating the different degrees of bilingualism on the one hand and

maintaing the bilingual use in communication on the other hand.

1 After the recognition of Berber as an official language under the ‘law of the 10th April 2002’.
2 Stated in Spolsky (1998: 97).
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When Spolsky (1998: 47) writes that “It is rare to find equal ability in both

languages”, he asserts by using the adjective ‘equal’ that it is not always likely to

find bilingual speakers who are capable of mastering both languages in the same

degree equally. In Algeria, bilingualism, French/Arabic, is not homogeneous

neither at the individual level nor at the societal one, since not all the Algerians are

bilingual ( at least not in the same level of language mastering). This calls for

mentionning passive and active bilingualism. Regarding the language skills, the

active bilingual can speak and understand the second language, though he does not

write or read whereas who has passive bilingual capacities he understands it with no

ability to speak it (Mouhadjer, 2002).

The use of these three languages differs depending on the speaker, the listener

and the context. The linguistic phenomenon which governs the process of moving

back and forth between one language and another (or between more) within the

same chain of speech is identified as code switching that is clearly noticeable in

multilingual speech communities.

Romaine (1995) mentions monolingual code switching by expanding the

meaning of CS to include what Labov (1966) and Trudgill (1974) have called style

shifting in monolingual speech, she (1995: 121) says:

I will use the term ‘code’ in a general sense to refer not only
to different languages, but also to varieties of the same
language as well as styles, within a language.

In her statement, Romaine uses the expression ‘not only[…] but also’ in order

to go beyond the different systems to the different sub-systems; in other words,

from language to dialects. Through this generalization, one can say that code

switching is the result of the variability within the speaker’s components of his/her

verbal repertoire , since the individual can choose to switch between all the codes

according to the appropriate context. That is, many Algerians can switch between

Arabic, French and Berber words or expressions.
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Another instance of language contact resulting from the history in Algeria is

borrowing. Its definition is mentioned in Sapir’s statement (2004: 37):

The simplest kind of influence that one language may exert
on another is the ‘borrowing’ of words when there is
cultural borrowing there is the liklihood that the associated
words may be borrowed too.

This definition maintains that whenever there is a cultural contact between

two speech communities, each has its own linguistic system, the process of

borrowing is an undeniable concequence by referring to the relationship between

language and culture. Concerning this process, it is hard to clearly identify at what

point in time the new lexemes gained the position of being loan-words.

As the interest of our research work is concerned with Ain Sefra, this speech

community might be characterized by a set of features mentioned above since it is a

part of Algeria.

2.3. Geographical Location of Ain Sefra

The region of Ain Sefra is situated in the heart of the Ksour Mountains inside

the occidental Saharian Atlas of the Algerian South West. This region is considered

as the opening door over the Sahara from Wilaya of Naama. It is commonly known

as a rich place by its natural resources and monuments, mountains and huge sand

hills, and others. It occupies a surface reaching 1023 km2 as it is stated in the Atlas

of Naama of 2010. It is limited from the North by wilaya of Naama, from the South

by Moghrar. And, from the East, it is restricted by Sfissifa, and from the West by

Tiout. ( See fig. 2.1)
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Figure 2.2: The Old Map of the Geographical Borders of Ain Sefra.

(Revue Pasteur, 1956)

Remarkably on the map above (fig: 2.2), Ain Sefra is surrounded by the Ksour

mountains. Hence, from the geographical point of view, it is divided into three big

parts which are:
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1/ Zone of higher steppe areas which are characterised by the dominance of

pastoral activities of Arab inhabitants living in nomadic conditions of life (tents,

cooking on fire, etc) this area is covered mostly by ‘Harmal’ (genre of plant called

scientifically ‘Peganum Harmala’)

2/ Pre-Saharian zone which occupies the surface between the Ksour

Mountains and the ‘occidental Erg’ where all the valleys (Oueds) present the anger

of nature, for instance the floods happening especially in winter.

3/ Zone of mountains: it is presented in the Ksour mountains (fig. 2.2). This

part is considered as the savage image of Ain Sefra and a refugee for all kinds of

animals, this area goes along 2 236 m besides ‘Djebel Aissa’ (Aissa mountain).

The latter has been established as a national Park since 2003, it occupies 24500ha

(Atlas of Naama, 2008)
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2.4. Historical Background and Inhabitants’ Origins

As is the case for many parts of Algeria, Ain Sefra knew several streams of

people settlements and dynasties from the Neolithic settelements1 till nowadays.

The researchers in this fields thought that there has not been ‘anthropologic

interruption’ and the inhabitants are then the descendants of those of Neolithic

(Benamara, 2008). Furthermore, certain anthropologic Latin sources introduce the

Getules as the people living in ‘Gétulie’, the region of higher hills on the Saharian

frontiers (Grec ‘gaitoula’ and in Latin ‘getuli’, i.e. the grand nation). In addition,

those inhabitants are the ancestors of the ‘Amazigh’ in that region who were named

as the Berber firstly by the Romans when that region was under the Roman

authority (5-7th century).

● In the eighth (8th) century, the Zenetes Ouacin of the South West

descendants of the ancient Getules had embraced the Islam due to the Muslim

settlements during the period of the Islamic expansion. It is worthwhile mentioning

that in spite of the islamization of people they were still no arabised.

● In the tenth (10th ) century, the region came under the Fatimides

( /Ɂalfa:ʈ imijja/)  throne. 

●  In the eleventh (11th ) century, the wave of Arabic settlers who are ‘Banu

Hillal’ in Algeria, this expansion is systematized especially by Ibn Khaldoun in his

Muqaddima.

●  In the middle of the twelfth (12th ) century, the South West came under the

Almohades (/Ɂalmuwaħħidi:n/) dynasty. 

●  In the thirteenth (13th ) century, the Tlemcenian governor Yaghmorassen,

from the tribe of ‘Abdel-Wad’, founded the Zianides dynasty (‘zenata’ or ‘Zenaga’

in some documents). Therefore, the region became a part of that kingdom. During

his period of governing, the king had brought an Arabic tribe called ‘Banu Amer’

1 The last part of the Stone Age.
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from an Arabic branch named El-Amour ( El-Milli, 1989; Ibn Khaldoun) and he

gave them the South West as a concession to settle. Thus, the partial arabisation of

the people in this region had witnessed a wider large scale of acceptance.

●  In the eighteenth (18th) century, the Western-South came under the

Othomanic authority, then, the French colonisation since the nineteenth (19th)

century until the second half of the twentieth (20th ) century. After the

independence, it became a district (‘/da:Ɂɪra/’) of wilaya of Naama N° 45 among 

the administrative division of the year 1987.

As a result of those geographical and historical realities, Ain Sefra is

considered as an important touristic place in Naama demonstrating a large

sociocultural and instructional heritage.

2.5. Description of Population and Linguistic Variation

As a matter of fact, the region of Ain Sefra is known by its cultural and

biological diversity down to the historical factors that influenced all the life

domains, social, architectural and economic ones, among the examples of this

historical richness: the Ksour (old castles) engraving and monuments. As the case

of any speech community, the individuals within Ain Sefra identify a scale of

identities which are not only regional but also social.

2.5.1. Ethnic Groups

According to the demographic statistics of ONS1 of 2008, the table 2.1

describes the number of population of Ain Sefra in correlation with age and sex:

1 Acronym for ‘Office National de Statistics’
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Age (years) Males Females Total

0-24

25-49

More than 50

13 370

9 726

3 576

13 040

9 209

3 399

26 410

18 935

6 975

Total 26 672 25 648 52 320

Table 2.1: Ain Sefra Population in Correlation with Age

and Gender.( ONS, 2008)

Nevertheless, Ain Sefra has witnessed a noticeable augmentation in the

demographic rate, since its population reaches 55 878 inhabitants in 2010 (ONS,

2010).

As our concern in this work is to draw a clear image about the sociolinguistic

diversity which characterizes Ain Sefra, and as it is systematically agreed on the

tight relationship between language and social factors (e.g. age, gender, social

groups and others). Then, it is quite necessary to speak about the ethnic groups

existing in Ain Sefra. The following tribes are cited according to the amount of

people in each group from the greater to the smaller percentage with reference to

the whole number of people in the region.

1/ The Nomads: The minorities of them are still living in tents in the

surrounding countryside and the majority had moved to the town recently. The

principle confederations of the nomadic tribes existed in Ain Sefra are:

a- El-Amour (or ‘ ˁAmûr’ in some documents): who are believed to be from 

purely Arabic origins since Ibn Khaldoun states ‘El-Amour’ as a branch of Arabs of

‘Banu Hillal’ (see section 2.4). In this respect, Ibn Khaldoun asserts that ‘Bani
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Hillal’ entered Algeria from three directions; one of them is the highland, the areas

between the Saharian and the Tellian Atlas.

Furthermore the very most known branches are: ‘Ouled1 Boubker’, ‘Ouled

Selim’ and ‘Souala’. These nomadic groups were living in the countryside and in

Amour Mountains which are the mountains between Ouled Naiel Mountains from

the east and El-Ksour Mountains from the west.

b) El-Hmayan: they present the minority of inhabitants since the majority

exists in Mecheria and its surroundings. (see Fig 2.1)

c) Other confederations: Ouled Sidi Ahmed El-Majdoub and Ouled Sidi Tadj.

(El Boubakryin or Ouled Sid Sheikh, they entered Algeria in the fourteenth (14th

century).

2/ The Ksour (or ‘ qsûr’ in certain documents) : they are the inhabitants of the

Ksour, the collection of ancient buildings, named so after the Arabs’ arrival

meaning ‘castles’, they are said to refer approximately to the second (2nd ) century

AD. The majority of its settlers are Amazigh, Zenetes Ouacine tribe (see section

2.4) they were speaking only ‘Zenata’ or in other word ‘Chelha’. In addition,

among the ksours found in Ain Sefra: Sfissifa (‘Tennent’ /tnæ:nt/ in Berber

language means ‘our town’ ), 30 Kilometers far from Ain Sefra town, and Tiout

(‘Tit’ /te:ʈ / in Berber language which means ‘eye’, yet it denotes ‘the source of 

water’), 17 Kilometers from the town (see fig 2.1 and section 2.2). Furthermore, the

Ksour2 coming from Sfissifa play a great role in composing the demographic

number of population in Ain Sefra.

1 i.e. sons, and refers to the descendants e.g. Ouled Selim refers to Selim’s sons or descendants.
2 It refers to the inhabitants of the Ksour.
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Besides, El-qsar existing in Ain Sefra is occupied by Ouled Sidi Boutkhil who

are said to be ‘Chorfa’ i.e. descendants of the ‘Sohaba1’ /şoħa:ba/ (El-Achmaoui, 

1979 in Benamara, 2008).

Moreover, during our dealing with those compatible tribes composing the

plural society of Ain Sefra, we could be able to distinguish between them at the

level of accent, morphological forms in addition to pretty distinct specific lexicon.

Yet, the sociolinguistic research at hand will focus on studying two among the

former tribes which are ‘El-Amour’ and ‘El-Ksour’ of Sfissifa for the reason

mentioned before, in order to pick out linguistic peculiarities of each.

2.5.2. Linguistic Variation

As the current work deals with the linguistic differences that occur between

El-Amour and El-Ksour varieties, the investigator tries to shed light on certain

linguistic features that characterize each variety, they seem to be identified through

observation:

a/ Amour variety (Amr variety): As a fact, when the linguists attempt to

study a variety, they are likely to do so within its original specific community,

i.e. within the social context, on one hand, where there is little language contact,

and concentrating on the elders’ speech on the other hand.

Yet in spite of the lack of references and documents tackling the linguistic

aspects that characterize the Amr variety, the investigator makes some witty

observations about this variety which are worthwhile to be mentioned:

1/ The preservation of the dental fricatives: When the researcher started to

discuss with the speakers of the Amr variety, the first attractive thing was the wider

occurrence of:  / θ /, / ð / and / đ ̣ / as in one man’s saying in one of the discussions

1 The prophet’s companions, “Mohammed peace upon Him”.
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about the climate: / θθælʒ # mæjðu:bǝʃ # fæ # đđ̣æ̣ɫɫ  / (i.e. Snow does not melt 

under the shade). Obviously, the speaker keeps the phonemes as they are in their

original pronunciation in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).

2/  The replacement of /q/ by /ɤ/ and vice versa: Noticeably, the Amr variety 

speakers use the uvular plosive /q/ instead of the uvular fricative /ɤ/ as in

/lmæqræb/ (transcribed as /Ɂalmaɤrib/ in MSA, i.e. ‘the sunset’). Besides, the

alternation of /q/ by /ɤ/ as they say /tæɤʃ i:ræ/ instead of / tæqʃi:ræ/ as in many 

Algerian Western dialects. (The transcribed word means ‘a sock’).

3/ The plural form of noun: Amr variety is characterised by a morphological

print specific to the MSA which is ‘dʒæmʕ ttækæsi:r’ or the ‘broken’ plural, for 

instance the plural of /ʒeiʕæ:n/ in Amr variety is /ʒjæ: ʕ/ (i.e. ‘hungry’ adj. pl.), the 

researcher can assume that this linguistic feature seems to refer to the Arabic nature

of the Amr speakers’ origin.

4/ The lexicon: the Amr variety has a range of vocabulary pretty difficult for

the researcher to understand even within the whole stretch of expression, for

example consider an Amr woman’s saying to her daughter:

/læ # tkæfħeɪʃ # ælwæʈjæ # qæ # mæħʈeɪhæ/ . The meaning of this sentence did not 

come across though the informant spoke for a long time, but after demanding

explanation, the utterance means: ‘do not water the place just wet it’. Moreover,

there are words specific to their own lifestyle and conditions, for instance:

/læqræræ/: ‘the place where they hide dates’ /lʕæʃ ʃ æ/: ‘the tent of guests’. 

b/ El-Ksour variety (Ksr variety): This variety is spoken in many Ksour areas

within Naama as in Tiout, Sfissifa, Asla and others. Most of the Ksr people are

from Amazigh origin (see section 2.4). In this vein, Martin (1920: 02) assumes that:
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“[la langue Berbère] se partage en plusieurs dialectes assez différents
l’un de l’autre pour ne pouvoir se comprendre sans quelque difficulté,
et qui ont chacun une aire particulière d’utilisation”.1

In this statement, the writer asserts that the Berber language has numerous

dialects which are more or less unlike but comprehensible by the totality of Berber

speakers. Then, he also claims that there are about thirty dialects, the most

important ones being:

1. The Kabylian in the North of Algeria and the most central tribe speaks in

this variety is ‘Zouaoua’2.

2. The ‘Chaouia2’ is in the South of Canstantine in the ‘Aures Mountains’ (

Djbel El-Aures).

3. The ‘Mozabites’ in the South of Algiers. Then, the ‘Zenetia’ in the

Saharian oasis (see section 2.4) and in the deepest South, the ‘Tamachek or

Tamahak’ of the Touareg.

4.   The ‘Chleuh’ or ‘Chelha’ (/ʃelħæ/) (or ‘Shilha’ in other documents); 

which is spoken from the Algerian Grand Atlas till the Atlantics.

Nowadays, the Berber seed has not flourished since the researcher notices

that this variety which is ‘Chelha’ is used solely by the elders, and in order to

discuss personal and social matters, yet it is almost not used among the new

generation.

Thus, the most perceptible features in the Ksr variety are the use of Chelha as

well as its impact on the dialectal Arabic. In fact, the contextual use of the Berber

dialects and their influence on the AA (Algerian Arabic) is another subject of

research standing by its own; however, the researcher in this work points out some

1 The researcher’s own translation is “Berber language is divided into many dialects which are more or less
different but understandable to one another with no such difficulty, and each of them has a particular area of
use.”
2 The dialect is named after its indigenous tribe.
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of those features in the Ksr variety:

1/ The pattern /tæ:fʕu:li:t/: this pattern refers to the noun of doing an action, 

for instance the word /tæ:bɡu:ri:t/ is derived from the noun: /bǝɡræ/ (/baqara/ in 

MSA, i.e. ‘a cow’); yet in this form, it means ‘idiocy’. Though, this noun has an

autonomous term in Chelha: /tæ:fu:ne:st/, the Berber pattern is applied on the

dialectal Arabic lexis, as the case of  /tæ: ʃto:ni:t/ derived from / ʃi:ʈæ:n/ i.e. ‘devil’, 

to mean the action of behaving in a bad and evil way).

2/ The loss of vocalic content: Ksr variety is marked by this feature which is

the decay of the short vowels: /a/, /u/ and /i/ to be pronounced with the neutral short

vowel [ǝ]. This phenomenon is clarified through the table 2.2:   

Table 2.2: The Decay of Short Vowels

1 The voiceless /q/ is alternated as the voiced plosive [ɡ] in this variety as well as the others in Ain Sefra.

The vowels MSA Ksr variety English gloss

/a/ → [ ǝ] /warda/ 

/farħa/ 

/jadʒri/ 

[wǝrdæ] 

[fǝrħæ] 

[jǝʒri] 

A flower

Happiness

He runs

/u/ → [ ǝ] /ʕurs/ 

/ɂuskut/

[ ʕ ǝ rs] 

[skǝt] 

Wedding

Keep silent

/i/→ [ ǝ] / ɖ irs/ 

/biðra/

/jaqbiɖu/ 

[ ɖ ǝrs] 

[ bǝdræ] 

[jǝɡbǝɖ ]1

A tooth

A seed

He catches
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This feature makes the Ksour variety very known and distinct even by the

non-linguists, especially among the inhabitants of Ain Sefra.

This aspect drives to the change in the number of syllables, especially in the

forms of the verb in all tenses. Consider the following verb: < χrdʒ > ‘the idea of 

going out’:

 The imperative as in /uxruʒ/ → [ xrǝʒ]1 ( from two syllables in MSA to one

syllable in Ksr) (Go out!)

 The present as in /jaxruʒu/ → [ jǝxrǝʒ] ( from three syllables to two syllables) 

(He goes out)

 The past as in /xaraʒa/ → [ xrǝʒ]2 (from three syllables to just one syllable) (He

went out)

3/ The alternation of the diphthongs /aɪ/ and /aυ/: in Ksr variety, the glides 

/aɪ/ and /aυ/ are substituted by [i:] and [œ] respectively as it is illustrated in the table 

2.3:

Diphthongs MSA Ksr Gloss

/aυ/ →[œ] /faυq/ 

/laυn/ 

[f œɡ] 

[lœn]

On

Colour

/aɪ/ →[i:] /baɪt/ 

/zaɪt/ 

[bi:t]

[zi:t]

A room

oil

Table 2.3: The Alternation of the Glides /aɪ/ and /aυ/. 

1 The same form [f ʕǝl ] for both: the past and imperative; in MSA, /faʕala/ and /uf ʕul/ respectively. 
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Exceptionally, after the emphatic consonants as /ɖ/ and /ȿ/, the diphthongs 

/aɪ/ and /aυ/ are replaced by [e:] and [o:] respectively as it is evident in the 

following table:

The glides MSA Ksr variety Gloss

/aɪ/ → [e:] /ȿ aɪd/ 

/ ɖ aɪf/ 

[ȿe:d] 

[ɖ e:f] 

Hunting

A guest

/aυ/ → [o:] / ɖ aυɁ/ 

/ȿ aυt/ 

[ɖ ɖ o:] 

[ȿ o:t] 

Light

voice

Table 2.4: The Alternation of Diphthongs after Emphatic

Consonants.

4/ Lexical items: as the case of any linguistic behaviour, the Ksr variety has

a common range of lexis used also by the neighbouring varieties as:

   -/wæ: ʃ/ i.e. ‘what?’                            

-/w æ:h/ i.e. ‘yes’

   -/ ʃk œ n/ i.e. ‘who?’ 

-/wi:n/ i.e. ‘where?’

In addition, it has its specific instances of vocabulary dominated by the Berber

print, either lexically or morohplogically, as:

-/ɤ ʈh æ: r/ means ‘a big plate of couscous’.

   -/Ɂ æɤǝnʒæ/ means ‘a big spoon.’ 

   -/lmǝnʒ œ ræ/ means ‘the straight road.’ 
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c/ Beni Boutkhil variety: obviously, this variety is known by its emphatic

accent, for instance the voiceless plosive /t/ is substituted by the voiceless emphatic

dental plosive [ʈ ] as in [x æ:ɫ ʈ aɪ] (i.e. ‘my aunt’ ) which is transcribed as /xa:lti/ in 

many other Algerian dialects; and even in the borrowed word: [ȿ æn ʈ o:ræ ]   (‘ the 

belt’) which is pronounced as /sæntu:r æ/ by others within Ain Sefra. Additionally,

it has a heavy syllabic rhythm resulted throughout the gemination which seems to

be articulated by no precised linguistic environment as in:

- [lbænni]: a noun which is transcribed in MSA as /Ɂalbina:Ɂu/, i.e. the 

construction. The nasal /n/ is geminated.

                        - [lʒærri]: a noun transcribed as /Ɂaldʒarju/ in MSA meaning the hurry. The 

approximate /r/ is doubled.

d/ El-Boubakrijji:n dialect (Ouled sid El-Majdoub and Sid Tadj): their dialect

resembles to the one of El-Amour, yet they have a distinguishable nasalised

pronunciation without a convenient sound position which result the secondary

articulation. As they use more epenthesis which augments the number of syllables

as in the verb in past /mædærtǝʃ/ from the dialectal root < drt > ‘the idea of doing’; 

the insert of the weak short vowel [ǝ ] in the final consonant cluster of negation /tʃ/ 

without affecting the meaning which is: ‘I did not do’ makes the utterance including

three (3) syllables instead of only two (2) syllables. Concerning the vocabulary

specificities, there are many items, for example:

- /nuzha/: i.e. ‘too much’.

- /lbu: ʃ/: i.e. ‘a bottle where they put butter’.   

- /nakkab/: i.e. ‘put aside.’

However; the researcher insists on collecting the data that serve the aim of

her research work, she tends to give a trial for describing the general linguistic

picture about the region. Thereof, all the features mentioned above are only few
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instances of a linguistic set of differences within a wide range of sociolinguistic

differences and variation existing in Ain Sefra.

2.6. Conclusion

Obviously, this chapter has testified to the cultural and the linguistic diversity

in the region of Ain Sefra, as it has shown the social groups and branches

coexisting in that district from both historical and linguistic perspectives.

Despite the range of information presented in this chapter, the researcher did

not go deeply into important details, otherwise, it would be undoubtedly another

important sociolinguistic subject to discuss. Thus, the investigator tends to restrict

the study to serve the goal of this work which is highly clarified in the title of the

whole research so as to show the similarities and the differences between El-Amour

and El-Ksour varieties, and that will be the concern of the next chapter.
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3.1. Introduction

Comparative studies in dialectological descriptions and sociolinguistic

investigations are somehow quite difficult and not exhaustive; However, this

difficulty might be decreased when only two linguistic entities are subjected to a

detailed analysis on specific linguistic levels. Since the empirical work will be

divided into three branches in the same stream of research. On the one hand, the

investigator tends to have a general view on each variety of the two small speech

communities separately; On the other hand, she will demonstrate the aim of the

whole work which is the lexical comparison through analyzing certain

similarities and dissimilarities quantitatively and qualitatively.

Broadly speaking, the present chapter is considered as a purely empirical

phase vis-à-vis the other parts of the whole work. Moreover, from the linguistic

perspective, Ain Sefra is a collection of different varieties coming from the

vicinity of the town as the Bedouin areas and the villages which display the old-

world history through its ancient monuments, specifically Sfissifa (uttered

‘/şwişe:fa/’ by the natives). 

Hence, through the next pages in this chapter, we present the sample of

population under study, and then we introduce the instruments of research handled

to collect the needed data. By the end, we interpret the analysed data through

certain theories and paradigms.

3.2. Population Sampling and Distribution

The sample of informants introduced in the current study includes 120

persons between the age of 10 and 98 years old. The following table summarises

the categories in which the informants are stratified and distributed:
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Table 3.1: The Distribution of Informants in correlation

with Age and Gender.

Accordingly, this sample is divided into two (2) types of population: the

speakers of Ksr Vs Amr variety, each type is subdivided in proportion to age into

three (3) classes, and according to gender into two (2) groups.

3.3. Research Instruments

The research methodology has been conducted in a triangular series of data-

collecting methods, so as to gather reliable information serving the various

requirements of the work. Such instruments of investigation are: recordings,

word-list and interviews.

3.3.1. Recordings

As a first step, the investigator records ordinary conversations on an

electronic device perfectly hidden, these conversations are assembled within

different contexts at home, in schools, shops and others, stored as WAV1 files,

then transcribed using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). (Appendix I)

1 Short for Waveform Audio File Format.

Age

gender

Ksr variety Amr variety

Female Male Female Male

10 – 25

26 – 50

51 – 90

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Total 30 30 30 30
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This method provides the researcher with a general view over the two

varieties through pooling raw material upon all the linguistic levels: phonological,

morphological and importantly the lexical one. This method translates a natural

chaotic speech into supportive data that permit the investigator to compare within

an account for social conditions and linguistic contexts. Hence, the ranges of

information found are so helpful in preparing the word list.

3.3.2. Word-list

In order to interpret the data quantitatively and qualitatively as well, a list of

words has been given to the same sample of informants. The purpose is to gather

the similar and the different lexical items and so that to assume the extent of using

the lexicon as well as to discover on what ground the linguistic change plays.

The word list comprises of five pages, it begins with questions about

personal information: (age and gender). The next part is entirely devoted to lexical

instances. Those instances are subdivided in an unremarkable way for the

informants into three categories; the first one indicates the phonological aspects

stating the variables subject to analysis. The second one tends to find out the

morphological peculiarities of each variety as: the noun plural and the compound

pronoun /hum/. Finally, the third category is totally concerned with lexical

variations between the Amr and Ksr varieties. (See appendix II)

3.3.3. Interviews

Generally speaking, the formal interview contains two essential parts, one

for the personal information (age, gender and level of education), and the other for

the research questions trying to interpret the results collected from the recording

and the questionnaire data. (See appendix III).

There are ten (10) questions asked in the dialectal Arabic (AA) by the

researcher herself or sometimes she applies the friend of friend method addressing

the same sample of informants with which the above research methods were

carried out. The scope of the interview is conducted as it follows:
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●In the first question, the interviewer tries to drive the interviewee’s 

attention towards his/her dialect (variety) to note the status in which this variety is

classified from its speaker’s point of view. This question sheds light on the

speaker’s attitudes towards his/her variety in order to assume why the differences

between the two varieties still (or may not) occur.

●The second, the third, the fourth and the fifth question seek for the 

speakers’ tendencies for dialectal change through time and place, i.e. age and

geographical context respectively.

●The sixth and seventh question aim at knowing the features and the 

specificities which make the Amr variety different from Ksr one and vice versa in

order to deduce the speaker’s awareness.

●The eighth question finds out the speaker’s inclination to switch to the 

other variety and the reasons behind.

●The nineth and tenth questions attempt at asserting the answers about the 

loyalty to the variety.

3.4. Data Collection and Analysis

The lexical data collected through the research methods are demonstrated in

this section by means of tables. These data are classified and indexed phonetically

and grammatically to help the researcher in making the analysis beneficial and

easier.

3.4.1. Lexical Variation:

Through analysing the recorded ordinary conversations and the

questionnaires, the investigator found out some instances of lexical specific to

each variety as it is shown in the table 3. 2:
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1 In Amr, the former is for the black and the latter is for the white one.

Ksr Amr English gloss

[sǝbbæ ʈh ]

[sǝrwæ:l] 

[mǝʃwæ:r] 

[tәq ʃ i:rӕ] 

[mǝn ɡ œ ʃ] 

[lǝʕşæ] 

[lbǝrn œ s] 

[xǝbz] 

[ʈ h ʕæ:m] 

[æ tæ:j]

[æ zzæ: ʒ] 

[lmæ:klæ]

[tœm]

[bœræ:bǝħ] 

            [moʃʃ] 

[di:b ]

            [rʒǝ l]  

[ ɖ e: f] 

 [  mǝrt] 

[ ɖ ǝrræ] 

 [wǝld] 

[ɡοrg] 

[ħæffæđ]̣

[zeɪf] 

[tӕ ɤ ʃ i:rӕ] 

[xurş] 

[lmæʈræɡ] 

[lxaɪdu:s]/[lbӕrnu: s]1

[kæsræ]

 [lɁaɪʃ] 

[tæ:j]

[zæ: ʒ] 

[lmælʒu:ʒæ] 

[θaυm] 

 [ʃærmæ:ʈ æ] 

[ɡæʈʈ] 

[ðeɪ b] 

 [kræ:Ɂ ]  

[đạɪ f ] 

[Ɂjæ:l] 

[rfeiɡæ] / [đæ̣rræ]

[ʈ ful] 

Shoe

Trousers

Handcraft

A sock

An earing

Stick

Gown

Bread

Couscous

Tea

Glass

Food

Garlic

Blanket of wool

Cat

Wolf

Foot

Guest

Wife

Second wife

Boy

Functional
lexis

N

O

U

N

S
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1 A borrowed word, since before the colonisation the Amazighian lexis was used.
2 It is uttered in [q] since when it is uttered with [ɡ], it means ‘to try clothes’  
3 In MSA / Ɂal  ɤaɪө/, it is [lqaɪө] in Amr, since /ɤ / is substituted by /q/.

            [bǝnt] 

 [ɤǝrfijjæ] 

[mәɤrәf] 

[ɤʈ hæ:r]

 [ɡǝdræ] 

[bǝqræ:ʒ] 

[bunbu:næ]

[ʈ h æ:blæ]1[mi:dӕ] 

[ɡæmi:læ]1

[lbǝrd] 

[tǝbrœli] 

[rǝmlæ] 

[lǝrɖ]  

[ssǝmʃ] 

[nnǝw] 

[nnæ:jǝr]   

         [nzæɡɡi] 

[rwæ:ħ ] 

[bǝʕʕǝdni] 

[nœɖ ] 

[jqi:s]2

[mʃæ] 

[smaʕ] 

 [ʈ ο flæ ] 

 [tæ:ɡræ] 

[mӕqrӕf] 

[mætræd]

[mmu:læʕjæ:l] 

[muɤræ:ʒ]/[muqræ:ʒ] 

[bæ:wnæ]

[mæ:jdæ]

[ʈʈæ:wæ] 

[şşærɖ ] 

[şşħæ:b] 

[næbkæ]

[lwæʈ jæ] 

[lɡæ:jlæ] 

[læmʈær]/ [lqaɪө]3

[laɪltælɁæ:m] 

[nælqæ]

 [tɁæ:læ] 

[nhækk Ɂlijjӕ ] 

[tɡæɁɁæd] 

[jlu:ħ ] 

[mærr]

[t şæmmæk] 

Girl

Bowl

Spoon

Big plate

Big casserole

Cattle

Water barrel

Table

Casserole

Cold

Hailstone

Sand

The ground

Sun

Rain

New year

Call

Come here

Let me

Stand up!

Throw away

He went

Listen!
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1 A Berber term adopted in the dialectal Arabic in Ksr variety.

         [jdǝbbǝr]  

          [nǝqqǝş] 

[jlǝqqǝm] 

[ʒæ: ni] 

[mʃæ] 

[ʕǝrrǝm]1

[jdǝrrǝɡ] 

[jxǝlli] 

[jşe:fǝʈ h]

[hmǝl] 

[jxǝllǝʈ h]

[tǝɡlǝʕ  lǝʕʃæ] 

 [dǝffǝɡ] 

[nǝffǝx]/ [bǝll] 

[yşǝrrǝfǝlmæ] 

[ɡǝʈ hʈhæʕ] 

[trǝ ɖɖ ǝʕ] 

[mʃæ] 

[jәbqӕ] 

[jәb ɤ i] 

           [jræ:Ɂi] 

[ʃæwwæl] 

[jʃæmmær] 

[wɁædni] 

[xđæ̣]

[kæөөær] 

[jæqbær]

[jæhdæ]

[jændæh]

[tæ:h]/ [ đ ̣æ:Ɂ] 

[jhæwwær]

[thæʈʈ læɁʃæ] 

[kæffæħ] 

[mæħħæʈ ] 

[jwænni]

[ʃællæx] 

[tnækkæɁ] 

[şɑdd]

[jӕbɤ ӕ] 

[jәbqi] 

He searches

Decrease

He tucks up

Come towardsme

He went

Overconsume

To hide

To leave

To send

Be lost

Mix up

Serve dinner

To water

To wet

Move away water

To cut

To suckle

He went

Still

love

V

E

R

B

S
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G
R
A
M
M
A
T
I

C
A
L

1 ↔ /mǝt dæ: bǝz/, /t/→ [d]/ − [+ voice] regressive assimilation of voicing. 
2 The same term is used and the meaning is understood from the context.
3 It is used to address male; whereas for female [næ:hi] is used.

[mǝ ddæ: bǝ z]1

[mә ɤlœb] 

[mә ɤlœb i:n] 

[ mri:ɖ ] 

[mwǝswǝs] 

[ʕæ:qǝl] 

[ʕæ:qǝl]2

[ mә ʕr u: ɖ ] 

[ mә ʕr u:ɖi:n ] 

[ ʒi:ʕa:n ] 

[ ʒi:ʕa:n i:n ] 

[ʃi:ba:ni] 

[ʃwæ:bi:n] 

            [mʕæ ]  

           [ʃk œ n] 

[wi:n]

[ʕlæ:ʃ]

[fi:wek]

[kǝmmæhæ:k] 

[kiʃɤǝl] 

[tǝmmæ] 

[mæræ:hʃөhnæ] 

[bǝşşæ ħ] 

[mætfæ:tǝn] 

[mӕqlub] 

[m qӕ:leɪb] 

[ maɪʒu:Ɂ ] 

[mæhbu:k ]

[wæ:Ɂi] 

[mhæððӕb] 

[ mӕɁru:đ ̣ ]

[ mɁӕ:reɪđ]̣

[ʒeɪɁa:n] 

[ ʒja:Ɂ] 

[ʃaɪba:ni] 

[mӕʃbӕn] 

            [Ɂmæ]  

[næ:hu]3

[waɪn] 

[lӕjjæh] 

[mmӕjnta] 

[kđæ̣:k]

[kisuq]

[fæmmæ] /[өæmmæ] 

[mæhu:ʃæhnæ] 

[bælħæɡ] 

Disagreed

Defeated(singular)

Defeated (plural)

Ill

Doubted

Aware

Polite

Invited (singular)

Invited( plural)

Hungry (sing)

Hungry (pl)

Old man

Old men

With

Who

Where?

Why?

When

Like

As if

There!

He is not here

Really!

A
D
J
E
C
T
I
V
E
S
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W

O

R

D

S

Table 3.2: Lexical Comparison between Ksr and Amr.

According to the data collected in the table above, the distinction between

the two varieties lies on different lexical categories such as verbs, nouns, and

adjectives. Concerning the definite article /Ɂal/ in MSA, if it is followed by a 

consonant which is articulated in the same/or approximate area of articulation of

/l/ (called ‘Ash-Shamsi’ letters), the latter is elided and the consonant is

geminated as in: /Ɂaʃʃams/; when the preceeded letter is not Shamsi (called

‘Qamari’ letter), /l/ is pronounced as in /Ɂalqamar/. Thererby, in both varieties the

same rules are applied, but the ‘Hamza’ /Ɂ/ is omitted with the two cases of 

consonants as in [ssәmʃ] ( geminated /s/), and [lqӕmrӕ] (pronounced /l/) 

correspondingly.

Depending on the word list which contains a set of vocabulary used in daily

life, the researcher can summarise the lexical differentiation upon one hundred

(100) vocabulary in three levels as it is diplayed in the following chart 3.1:

 [ɤi] 

[wæ:ʃ] 

[mæ:ʃiɁæ:næ] 

[jæ:lǝmræ] 

[jærræ:ʒǝl]  

[æjæwǝxdi]/[æħæwʒi] 

[ɤǝdwæ]  

[mǝnɤǝd] 

[qæ]

[Ɂaɪh] 

[mæni:ʃæ:næ] 

[jælɁæ:ɡæ] 

[jælɁæ:ɡ] 

[jælaɪɁi] 

[qdæ]

[bæɁdæqdæ] 

Only

Yes

Not me

Madam!

Sir!

Oh!

Tomorrow

After tomorrow
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68%

26%

6%

Total different
utterance
Phonological diff

Morphological diff

Chart 3.1: The Differences in the Lexical Relationship between

Ksr and Amr

Apart from simillarities which gather both dialects in one side of lexis, the

other side of differences comprises categories of lexicon wich are entirely

different i.e. a ksr notion is expressed in totally different item within Amr variety,

other lexicon are phonologically or morphologically distinct or both.

In order to identify the difference on the phonological level, one can

consider the feature of duality1 within both varieties with the same lexical item.

Bearing in mind that this feature must be analysed on the phonological level and

not on graphological one; otherwise, in comparison with MSA, the varieties might

be a match.

3.4.2. Distinctive Units of Analysis

Through the analysis of the data collected, the researcher could figure out,

in addition to the lexical differences, a clear distinction between the Amr and Ksr

varieties on the phonological and morphological level.

1 For more discussion refer to Widdowson (1996) Linguistics, pp. 6-8.
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3.4.2.1. Phonological Aspects

The lexical relationship between the target dialects of the analysis reveals

other linguistic levels of differences. Thus, the variables which are under

discussion, either vowels or consonants, are classified in the following tables:

Vowels MSA //1 Ksr []1 Amr []1 English gloss

Long
vowels

/u:/ [œ] [u:]

Prophet

Plum

/rasu:l/

/bærqu:q/

[ræsœl]

[bǝrqœq] 

[ræsu:l]

[bærqu:q]

Glides

/aυ/ [œ]/ [o:]2 [aυ]  

Peach

voice

/ xaυx/  

/laυn/ 

[xœx]

[şo:t] 

[xaυx] 

[şaυt] 

/aɪ/ [i:] [aɪ]  

Good/hello

An eye

/ xaɪr/ 

/ʕaɪn/ 

[xi:r]

[ʕi:n] 

[xaɪr] 

[ʕaɪn] 

Table 3. 3: Vowels in Ksr Vs Amr Variety.

These distinctions of vowel use give each variety its unique accent. Similarly,

the articulation of the consonants in the Amr and Ksr varieties are compared with

that in MSA within the table in the next page.

1 / / used for transcribing the phoneme (variable), [ ] for the allophone (variant) in comparison with MSA.
2 [ o: ] after emphatic consonants. (see chapter 2, table 2.4)
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S

1 /q/ appears in certain instances of vocabulary in Ksr variety since the region knows the dominant rural
feature [ɡ] 

MSA Ksr Variety Amr Variety English Gloss

Plosive

/ʈ / [ʈh ] [ʈ ]  

She cooks

He cancels

He aborts

/taʈbuxu/ 

/jubʈɪlu/ 

/jufrɪʈu/ 

[ʈʈhǝ jjǝ b]

[jbǝʈhʈhǝl] 

[jfǝrrǝʈh]

[ʈʈæ jjæb] 

[jbæʈʈæl] 

[jfærræʈ ] 

/q/ [q]1
[ɤ]

The desert

100 kg

It shines

/Ɂalqɪfa:r/ 

/qɪnʈæ:r/ 

/jæbruqu/

[lqifæ:r]

[qǝnʈhæ:r]

[jǝbrǝq] 

[lɤifæ:r]

[ɤænʈæ:r] 

[jæbræɤ]

/Ɂ/ [Ɂ] [ʕ]  

Production

Question

Koran

/Ɂal Ɂɪntæ:dʒ/ 

/suɁæ:l/ 

/qurɁæ:n/ 

[lɁintæ: ʒ] 

[suɁæ:l] 

[qurɁæ:n] 

[lʕintæ:ʒ] 

[suʕæ:l] 

[qur ʕæ:n] 

/ɖ / [ɖ] [đ]̣

Silver

Plait

Welcome

Hyena

Kind of
bread
Revolution

snow

Arm

Gold

It melts

/fɪɖɖæ/ 

/ɖafi:ra/ 

/tafaɖɖal/ 

/ɖabʕ/ 

/θ/ 

/θari:d/ 

/θaυra/ 

/θaldʒ/ 

/ð/

/ðɪra:ʕ/ 

/ðahab/

/ jaðu:bu/

[fǝɖɖæ] 

[ɖfi :ræ] 

[tfeɖɖǝl] 

[ɖbӕʕ] 

[t]

[tri:d]

[to:rӕ] 

[tǝlʒ] 

[d]

[dræ:ʕ] 

[dhæb]

[jdœb]

[ fæ đđ̣æ̣]

[đf̣aɪræ] 

[tfæđđ̣æ̣l ]

[đḅӕɁ] 

[θ] 

[θreɪd] 

[θaυrӕ] 

[θælʒ] 

[ð]

[ðræ:ʕ] 

[ðhæb]

[jðu:b]
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Table 3.4: Consonantal Distinction between Amr and Ksr Varieties.

This table contains the distinctive phonological variables of one variety in

comparison with the other which are taken from the ordinary people’s

conversations. Apparently, in Amr variety, the plosives /Ɂ, ɖ , q/ are substituted by 

the fricatives [ ʕ, đ ̣ , ɤ] respectively and vice versa, since those fricatives are

alternatively replaced with the former plosives; whereas, there is no such alternation

in Ksr variety. This fact is known in many Arabic dialects by / Ɂalqalb/1. It should

be also noted that the voiceless emphatic dental stop /ʈ/ in Ksr is pronounced with a 

little puff of air wherever it occurs (its phonological value is [ʈh]). This is

approximately like the aspiration in English, but the difference is that the aspiration

which is related to the plosives /p, t, k/ is restricted by their distribution and

positions, and [ph, th ,kh] are allophones of the former phonemes.

1 For further readings about this feature in the Eastern countries refer to Astittia, S.S (2008)

fricatives

/đ ̣ / [ɖ] [đ ̣ ]

A nail

Shade/shadow

Cute

/đụfr/

/Ɂađđ̣ɪ̣l/ 

/đạri:f/

         /ʕ/ 

      /baʕi:d/ 

/Ɂal ʕa:m/ 

/ʕa:dɪl/ 

/ɤ/

/Ɂalɤuba:r/ 

/Ɂalɤada:Ɂ/ 

/jufrɪɤu/ 

[ɖ fǝr] 

[ɖɖǝɫ] 

[ɖ ri:f] 

[ʕ] 

[bʕi:d] 

[lʕæ:m] 

[ʕæ:dǝl] 

[ ɤ]

[ lɤǝbræ] 

[ lǝɤdæ] 

[ jfǝrrǝɤ] 

[ đf̣ær]

[ đđ̣æ̣ ɫ] 

[ đṛaɪf] 

[Ɂ] 

 [bɁeɪd] 

[lɁæ:m] 

[Ɂæ:dæl] 

[q]

[lqæbræ]

[læqdæ]

[jfærræq]

Far

A year

Proper

name‘Adel’

Dust

Lunch

To pour
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Indeed, the occurrence of those variants is not governed by any phonetic

environment according to the data available in this research since they are

phonemes (variables) consisting the own linguistic system of the variety.

In addition, Amr variety is known by keeping the interdentals /θ, ð, đ ̣ / in its

system as opposed to the Ksr in which they are substituted by [t, d, ɖ]

correspondingly. The rest of the MSA consonants are the same in both of the

varieties such as /b, t, h, w, z, ħ, k, l, m, n, t/ exept the affricate /dʒ/ and the 

voiceless plosive /q/ which are articulated as the palato-alveolar fricative /ʒ/ and 

the voiced velar stop /ɡ/ correspondingly in both varieties. 

It is worth noting that these data are collected from highly ordinary speech.

Accordingly, The consonants differences within Amr and Ksr varieties vis-à-vis

MSA can be drawn into the following chart:

Different
cons

Similar
cons

Different
cons

Similar
cons

Chart 3.2:Amr Consonants Vs MSA Chart 3.3:Ksr Consonants Vs MSA

The charts below include consonantal comparison of Amr and Ksr vis-à-vis

MSA. The analyser can remark that Amr linguistic system consists of a great

amount of different articulated consonants because of the operation of uttering a

consonant instead of the other though the graphemes are alike i.e. their written

forms are the same but their articulations are different.

Again, by comparing the articulation of consonants between the two

varieties, the following chart is drawn:
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29%

71%
Different
articulation

Similar one

Chart 3.4: Amr Consonants Vs Ksr Ones

The researcher has taken Ksr consonants as a background to comparison.

Obviously, 29% from the totality of consonants are articulated differently by Amr

sample of population.

Actually, this systematic consonant differences concludes in a way or

another an outstanding difference in the lexemes of the two varieties apart from

the graphological value in MSA.

Remarkably, from the examples cited in table 3.3, the reader can notice that

there is no occurrence for the long vowels [i:] or [e:] in Amr variety, they are

substituted by the diphthongs [aɪ] and [eɪ] respectively. , as it is illustrated in this 

table:

MSA Amr Variety Ksr Variety English

Gloss
/i:/ or /e:/ [aɪ] or [eɪ] [i :] or [e :] 

/Ɂaldʒi:l/ 

/baʃi:r/ 

/dʒi:ra:n/ 

/Ɂalħaşe:r/ 

[ʒʒaɪl]  

[bæʃaɪr] 

[ʒaɪræ:n] 

[læħşaɪræ] 

[ʒʒi :l] 

[bæʃi :r] 

[ʒi:ræ:n] 

[lǝħşe:ræ] 

Generation

Proper name ‘bashir’

Neighbours

Carpet

Table 3.5: Moving from a Long Vowel to a Diphthong in Amr Variety.
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On another facet, one can realize that there is almost no great occurrence of

the short vowels /a/, /u/ and /i/ in Ksr variety since they are weakened to the lax

vowel [ǝ] in comparison with the Amr, as it is clear in table 3.6: 

MSA Ksr Variety Amr Variety English Gloss

/jadxulu/

/jubaddɪlu/ 

/dʒabha/ 

/maqbara/

/mudʒarrɪb/ 

/abjaɖ / 

[jǝdxǝl] 

[jbǝddǝl] 

[ʒǝbhæ] 

[mǝqqǝbræ] 

[ mʒǝrrәb] 

[bjǝɖ] 

[judxul ]

[jbæddæl ]

[ʒæbhæ] 

[mæɤɤӕbræ]

[ mʒӕrrab] 

[b jӕđ ̣ ]

He enters V

He changes

The front N

Cemetery

Tested Adj

White

Table 3.6: The Decay of Short Vowels in Ksr Vs Amr.

This feature of decaying the short vowels gives the Ksr the peculiarity of

decreasing the number of syllables. In comparison with Amr, Ksr variety is

characterised by its unique distinct accent. Those tables are a means to evaluate

similarities and differences between Amr, Ksr and even MSA lexemes.

3.4.2.2. Morphological Features

Perceptibly, from the recorded data, each variety has its own peculiarities at

the morphological side characterizing the speakers of each variety. Some

variational specificities are stated below:

a/ Reduplication: Ksr variety in contrast to Amr one is characterised by the

huge occurrence of the reduplicated verbs which refer to the action frequently

repeated or which take a long time when it is happening, some instances are

collected in the following table 3.7:
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Ksr variety English Gloss

[j +dәq dәq ] 

[j+qәm qәm ]

[j+kәħ kәħ ] 

[j+ ʒәr ʒәr ] 

[j+ rәf rәf ] 

[j+ qәf qәf ] 

He is knocking or making a noise as knocks

He humiliates or insults someone

He is coughing without interruption

He is pulling

He is moving quickly

He is shaking because of cold

Table 3.7: Reduplication Verbs in Ksr variety

As it is transcribed above, the reduplication verbs are formed by doubling

the form (CVC) of the syllable in order to have (CVC CVC). The initial /j/ in the

form (j+the stem) is used to demonstrate the present or the future tense of the

verb. This feature is not found within the Amr speaker’s collection of lexemes

since it is a pure Ksr characteristic known among the population in Ain Sefra.

b/ The plural: a salient morphological distinction between the dialects under

analysis is the noun plural. The plural patterns in MSA are divided into two types:

the irregular /dʒamʕ Ɂattaksi:r/ and the regular /dʒamʕ Ɂassalim/. The Amr is 

characterised by the irregular “broken” plural considering different patterns as it is

illustrated in the following table:
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word
root Ksr Plural Amr Plural English Gloss

  N          <ʈ jr> 

O <xjm>

  U        < ʒrw> 

  N         <ʕjn> 

  S          <flħ> 

             < ʈlb> 

             <ðbħ> 

  A         <xlʕ> 

  D         <ʃbʕ> 

  J          <şfr>

             <ħmr>

             <bjɖ> 

     [ʈɑjjӕr+ӕ :t] 

       [lxi:m+ӕ :t ]   

    [ʒ rӕw+i:n] 

[ʕi:n+i:n]  

[l fәllӕ :ħ+i:n ] 

 [ʈәllӕb+i:n] 

[mәdbœ ħ+i:n] 

[mәxlœʕ+i:n]  

[ʃәbʕӕn+i:n] 

        [şofr+i:n] 

       [ħomr+i:n] 

        [bojɖ+e :n] 

 [ʈjӕje:r] 

[lӕxjӕ :m ]  

 [ʒʒrӕ] 

[ʕʹ ju:n]

[l fӕllӕ : ħӕ ]1

[ʈӕllӕbӕ] 

[m ðӕ:beɪħ] 

[mxӕ:leɪʕ]  

[ʃbӕ:ʕ] 

[şof ɑr]

[ħomɑr] 

[bojđ]̣ [be: đ]̣

Planes

Tents

Dogs

Eyes

Farmers

Vagabonds

Slaughtered

Astonished

Full up

Yellow

Red

White

Table 3.8: The Plural in Krs and Amr Varieties.

Subsequently, The plural in Amr take many patterns such as: [fʕӕ: ʕi:l], 

[fʕӕ:l], [fӕ ʕ ʕӕ:lӕ] (for nouns), [mfӕ: ʕi:l], [fʕӕ:l] and [foʕӕl] (for adjectives) 

(knowing that /ʕ/ is /Ɂ/ as a part of its linguistic system) ; Whilst, in Ksr variety, 

the common type of plural is comprised of the suffix /i:n/ 2to masculine whatever

is the case, and /ӕ:t/ to feminine as in the following patterns: [mӕfʕu: li:n]/ 

[mӕfʕu: lӕ:t], [fӕʕʕӕ: li:n] /[fӕʕʕӕ:lӕ:t] and [fuʕli:n] for both gender.  

1 The pattern [fӕ ʕʕӕ:lӕ]  is used for both of  masculine and feminine 
2 In MSA, the noun takes /u:n/ in nominative, /a:n/ in accusative and /i:n/ in genitive case.
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This fact can be probably explained by the reference to the origin of the

variety. The use of the irregular plural needs a geat knowledge about the

grammatical rules of the Classical Arabic (or MSA) since it is represented through

a number of patterns; Whereas, the regular type is an inflectional feature obtained

through adding a suffix to the item in singular. Thus, the word is made up of free

morpheme (lexical form) and bound morpheme (the suffix) which is regarded as a

simple rule for speakers who are originally Berber. (see chapter 2, section 4) .

Bearing in mind that the inflectional morphology is not an operation of newly

coined lexical items but rather a syntactical adjustment, this case can be applied

on nouns and adjectives.

c/ Femininization: some nouns which are masculine in MSA are treated as

feminine ones in Ksr as it is observed in the examples below which are taken from

the recorded conversations:

1- /lbӕ:b # mӕħlœl+ӕ … wi:n rӕhӕ lmәftӕ:ħ/ (i.e. the door is opened... where is 

the key?). The suffix /ӕ/ shows the feminine feature in AA as the case of the 

article /rӕhӕ/ i.e. it is considered as feminine.     

2- /rӕ:si# rӕhӕ # tœʒәʕni/ (i.e I have headache), in the verb / tœʒәʕni/ the prefix 

/t/ is used with the third person singular feminine in the present simple as in the

pattern /tӕ+ fʕalu/ in MSA. 

It is worth mentioning that the above words in addition to others as:

/so:f/,/rʒәl/ and /ħe:ʈh/ ( wool, foot and wall correspondingly) are kept treated as

masculine in the Amr variety. This phenomenon might be referred to the fact that

the synonymous words in the Berber language are feminine; hence, one may

consider this linguistic behaviour as an impact of bilingualism on Ksr variety. (see

chapter 2, section 2.1)
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d/ Asking simple questions: Amr people use the morpheme /wӕh/  at the end 

of the interrogative form in the yes/no question, such as inviting someone by

saying:  /tӕʃʃorbi# tӕ:j# wӕh/?; Whereas, in Ksr variety the intonation plays a 

great role in asking simple question knowing that there is absolutely no use of

/wӕh/ as in:                 

/tʃaɾbi # ӕtӕ:j#/? 

3.5. Data Interpretation

Depending on the tables of the data collected, the researcher can state some

remarks which may essentially be associated with the results of the interviews:

1/ The lexica of Amr variety seem to be quite rich in synonymous items since

every notion has a vocabulary, and this aspesct can be explained due to the nature

of its Arabic origin, while this peculiarity is not found in Ksr variety, for instance:

 The verb ‘to go’ is expressed through:

1- [xđæ̣] to mean: ‘he went in hurry without direction’

2- [şɑɖɖ] to mean ‘he went without returning for the moment’                                      

3- [mɑrr] to mean ‘he went for the moment’

4- [ddӕ ʕӕ] to mean ‘he went in slow walk’; Whereas in Ksr only the verb [mʃæ] 

is used whatever the situation means, in addition to an adverbe for the sake of a

presized description.

 The verb ‘to be lost’ is expressed through:

1- [tæ:h] to mean: ‘he is lost without returning in the wrong turn’

2- [đæ̣:ʕ] to mean: ‘it is lost for the moment’; Meanwhile,only the form [hmǝl] is 

used in Ksr, and the right meaning is understood from the context.

2/ There are many borrowed words from French in Ksr variety as opposed to

Amr one. The only explanation which might be given at this level is the

confrontation of Ksr people with the French in the colonisation period because of
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their lifestyle (commerce, agriculture and building). As many interviewees

(especially between 65-92 years old) have claimed that The French settelement at

that time was precisely in the Ksours and not in the countryside. For instance:

French word:Table(i.e. table).Gamelle(a cookikng utensil). Permission (permission)

Morpho-Phonological adaptation phonological adjustment

Borrowed word: /ʈhæ:blæ/          /ɡæmi:læ/ /bәrmәsjœn/

3/ Some items which occur in Ksr variety are sometimes articulated with the

voiced velar [ɡ] and other times with the uvular [q] to mean different things, this 

feature describes what Jackobson (1972) refers to as ‘phonologization’, as in:

[ɡ]/[q] contrast English gloss 

[jqi:s]

[jɡi:s]

[rәqbӕ] 

[rәɡbӕ] 

[jdәqdәq]

[jdәɡdәɡ]

[mәqro: ɖ] 

[mәɡro:ɖ] 

[jәqli]

[jәɡli]

[jqәrqәb] 

[jɡәrɡәb] 

To throw away

To try on clothes

One person

A neck

To knock

To hit/ to break

A kind of cake

Broken

To fright in pen

To dry on fire

To make noise by hitting things

To drink quickly

Table 3.9: The Contrastive Use of [q] and [ɡ] In Ksr Variety
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Thus, the uvular [q] is a contextual variant of the velar /ɡ/ since it occurs in

the same structural environment and different contexts. This fact is not found in

Amr variety.

4/ The Amr variety witnesses a kind of an ecolinguistic change described

under a phonological adjustment within the same form or replacing by a Ksr form.

As an illustration: [ʕmæ] rather than [Ɂmæ] ( adapting the phoneme /ʕ/ in the 

indigenous item) and the utterance [sӕbbæʈ] rather than [ɡοrɡ] (adapting the

whole lexeme, since their own lexeme seems to be an old-fashioned used to

describe ‘shoes’ of specific kind which is no longer in use).

5/ The preservation of the linguistic form till nowadays refers to the

preservation of the tribal traddition, since the majority of the interviewees

consider the language (precisely the dialect) as a tribal pride, stamp and

personality. In addition, Amr interviewees (aged between 10 and 25 years old)

have considered their articulation as a contextual one, by claiming that Chelha

among Ksr also is restricetd to some context as the family subjects. Recently, the

intertribal contacts facilitate the interpretation of the linguistic change (or

alternation at this level) within both varieties, but someone wonders what is the

variety which is influenced and under what conditions.

Concerning the linguistic accommodation which is lablled in the use of Ksr

lexis by the Amr speakers and vice versa, the field-researcher tries to display the

average of the lexical appearance in tables. In order to assess the difference

between the use of Ksr and Amr lexis within Amr and Ksr varieties respectively,

the scores of the following table are taken in relation to gender and age in both of

Ksr and Amr realisations:
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Items

Gender
and Age

Ksr informants

Female Male

10- 26- 51- 10- 26- 51
25 50 99 25 50 98

Amr informants

Female Male

10- 26- 51- 10- 26- 51
25 50 86 25 50 90

Shoe

Trousers

Handcraft

A sock

An earing

Stick

Gown

Bread

Couscous

Tea

Glass

Food

Garlic
Blanket

of wool
Cat

Wolf

Foot

Guest

Wife

Second
wife

  [sǝbbæ ʈh ]
[ɡοrg] 

[sǝrwæ:l] 
 [ħæffæđ]̣
[mǝʃwæ:r] 

[zeɪf] 
[tәq ʃ i:rӕ] 

[tӕ ɤ ʃ eɪrӕ] 
[mǝn ɡ œ ʃ] 

[xurş] 
[lǝʕşæ] 

[lmæʈræɡ] 
[lbǝrnœs]  
[lxaɪdu:s] 

 [xǝbz] 
[kæsræ]

[ʈ h ʕæ:m] 
[lɁaɪʃ] 
[ætæ:j]
[tæ:j]

 [æzzæ: ʒ] 
[zæ: ʒ] 

[lmæ:klæ]
[lmælʒu:ʒæ]  

[tœm]
[θaυm] 

 [bœræ:bǝħ]  
 [ʃærmæ:ʈ æ] 

 [moʃʃ] 
[ɡæʈʈ] 
[di:b ]
[ðeɪb ] 

     [rʒǝ l] 
[kræ:ʕ ]  
[đạɪ f ] 
[ɖ e: f] 
[  mǝrt]  
[Ɂjæ:l] 

[ ɖ ǝrræ] 
[rfeɪɡæ]  

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

2

0

1

7

0

0

4

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

1

0

0

3

0

0

3

2

0

2

0

0

0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0

3 0 0 2

3 7 2 3

4 1 2 10

0 1 3 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 3 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 3 3 2

0 1 1 1

0 1 0 0

3 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

8 8 4 7 4 1

7 6 1 6 4 0

2 2 1 1 1 0

6 5 0 5 3 0

6 3 1 2 2 0

10 8 3 7 4 4

10 10 9 10 8 9

2 2 1 1 3 0

10 6 1 9 5 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

10 9 2 10 4 1

1 1 0 0 0 0

3 2 1 4 3 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

1 2 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0

8 6 1 4 2 2

1 2 0 1 1 0
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Boy

Girl

Bowl

Big plate

Cattle

Big
casserole

Water
barrel
Cold

Hailstone

Sand

The
ground

Sun

Rain

New year

Call

Come
here

Let me

Stand up!

Throw
away

He went

Listen!
He
searches
Decrease

      [wǝld]
[ ʈful] 
[bǝnt] 

 [ʈοflæ] 
[ɤǝrfijjæ] 
 [tæ:ɡræ] 
[ɤʈ hæ:r]

[mætræd ]
[bǝqræ:ʒ] 
[muɤræ:ʒ] 

[ɡǝdræ] 
[mu:læʕjæ:l] 

[bæ:wnæ]
[bunbœnæ]

[lbǝrd] 
     [şşærɖ ] 

[tǝbrœ li] 
[şşħæ:b] 
[rǝmlæ] 
[næbkæ]

[lǝrɖ] 
[lwæʈ jæ] 

[sǝmʃ] 
[ɡæ:jlæ] 
[nnǝw] 
[læmʈær 
[nnæ:jǝr]     

[laɪltælɁæ:m]
[nzæɡɡi] 
[ nælqæ]
[rwæ:ħ ] 
[tɁæ:læ] 

[bǝʕʕǝdni] 
[nhækk ]

[nœɖ]   
[tɡæʕʕæd] 

[jqi:s]
[jlu:ħ ] 
[mʃæ] 
[mærr]
[smaʕ] 

[tşæmmæk] 
[jdǝbbǝr]  
[jræ:ʕi] 

    [nǝqqǝş] 
[ʃæwwæl] 

3

1

0

8

0

0

0

2

1

1

0

8

0

1

5

0

0

2

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

2

0

0

8

2

0

2

0

2

0

0

4

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

2

0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 5 3 1

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 1 3 3

0 1 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 3 2 1

0 1 2 4

4 1 4 3

0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0

1 6 2 3

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1

1 3 6 1

0 1 2 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

1 2 0 0 4 2

1 2 0 0 4 2

1 3 1 2 3 1

1 1 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 0 0 1

10 8 5 9 4 4

10 10 8 9 9 6

8 5 2 9 3 0

5 5 1 4 2 2

10 4 1 4 1 0

9 3 2 1 3 1

3 3 1 9 3 2

1 1 1 1 1 1

7 1 0 3 0 0

4 3 0 1 1 0

4 3 1 3 2 0

1 2 1 2 3 2

10 9 3 10 6 5

10 8 4 10 9 2

4 1 1 3 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

9 8 2 8 2 1

10 9 2 10 8 8
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Tuck up

Come
towardsme
He went

overstock
To hide

To left

To send

Be lost

Mix up

Serve
dinner

To water

To wet
Move
wateraway

To cut

To suckle

Doubted

Aware

Polite

With

Who

Where?

Like

As if

[jlǝqqǝm] 
[jʃæmmær]

[ʒæ: ni] 
[wʕædni] 

[mʃæ] 
[xđæ̣]

[ʕǝrrǝm] 
[kæөөær] 
[jdǝrrǝɡ] 
[jæqbær]
[jxǝlli] 

[jæhdæ]
[jşe:fǝʈ h]
[jændæh]

[hmǝl] 
[tæ:h]/[đæ̣:ʕ] 
  [jxǝllǝʈ h]
[jhæwwær]

[tǝɡlǝʕlǝʕʃæ] 
[thæʈʈlæʕʃæ] 
    [dǝffǝɡ] 

[kæffæħ] 
     [nǝffǝx] 
[mæħħæʈ ] 

[yşǝrrǝfǝlmæ 
[jwænni]

[ɡǝʈ hʈhæʕ] 
[ʃællæx] 

[trǝ ɖɖ ǝʕ] 
[tnækkæʕ] 
[mwǝswǝs] 
[mæhbu:k ]

 [ʕæ:qǝl]  
[wæ:ʕi] 
[ ʕæ:qǝl] 

 [mhæððӕb]   
[mʕæ ] 
[Ɂmæ] 

[ʃk œ n]  
[næ:hu]
[wi:n]
[waɪn] 

[kǝmmæhæ:k]
[kđæ̣:k]
[kiʃɤǝl] 
[kisuq]

1

10

3

9

2

0

2

1

0

1

0

0

0

5

2

0

4

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

2

8

2

0

2

1

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

4

2

0

0

0

0

0

0 2 0 0

7 10 8 3

1 1 1 0

9 5 6 8

1 2 2 0

0 0 0 0

0 3 2 0

0 1 2 0

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 3 2 0

1 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 2 2 1

1 2 2 3

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 1 0 1 1 0

10 8 5 8 6 5

5 3 1 3 3 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 4 4 4 2

1 2 0 0 0 0

4 1 1 3 3 0

3 3 2 4 2 1

10 7 1 9 7 3

0 0 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 1 0 0

2 1 0 1 2 0

10 6 3 10 4 3

10 7 3 9 3 3

3 3 1 2 0 0

9 7 3 5 6 1

2 2 1 2 1 2

2 2 1 2 2 0

2 1 0 2 0 0

3 2 1 2 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 1 0 0

2 1 0 1 1 0
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The average % 10,5 10 7 10,12 10,5 7 40,5 33,6 11 35,2 20,5 10

Table 3.10: Scores of the Lexical Relationship between ksr and Amr

Varieties

The table which is mentioned above interpretes the lexical differences into

numbers, categories and scores. According to this table, the average of the

linguistic behaviour differs depending on age and sex. It is worth noting that there

is no occurence of Amr items in Ksr speech; Whereas, Amr speakers use both of

their indigenous forms and Ksr ones. Thus, the results are structuralized in the

following bar-graphs:

There!

He is not

Really!

Only
Yes

Not me

Madam!

Sir!

Oh!

Tomorrow

After
tomorrow

why

He went

[tǝmmæ] 
[fæmmæ]
[mæræ:hʃ 
[mæhu:ʃ] 
[bǝşşæ ħ] 
[bælħæɡ] 

[ɤi] 
[qæ]

[wæ:h]
[Ɂaɪh] 

[mæ:ʃiɁæ:næ]
[mæni:ʃæ:næ]
[jæ:lǝmræ] 
[jælʕæ:ɡæ] 
[jæræ:ʒǝl] 
[jælʕæ:ɡ] 

[æjæwǝxdi] 
[jælaɪʕi] 
[ɤǝdwæ]  

[qdæ]
[mǝnɤǝd]   

[bæʕdæqdæ]
[ʕlæ:ʃ]

[lӕjjæh] 
[ mʃæ] 
[şɑɖɖ] 

0

2

0

0

0

9

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

8

0

0

2

0

0

2

0

0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

2 3 4 2

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

1 2 2 1

3 1 1 2

1 0 0 0 0 0

9 9 1 4 2 1

2 3 0 2 1 0

2 1 0 3 1 0

2 1 0 3 2 1

10 5 2 10 7 1

4 2 1 3 4 2

8 6 1 3 2 0

3 2 1 0 0 0

3 2 1 2 1 0

2 1 1 1 2 0

2 3 1 3 1 0

1 2 1 1 2 1
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Chart 3.5: The Use of Ksr Lexis by Amr Speakers

In correlation with the information elicited from the interviews, the analysis

of the claims that Amr female tend to use more Ksr lexis due to the availability of

both dialectal items within their linguistic repertoire. In addition, the remarkable

reluctance of using some Amr utterances among the youngest generation,

especially female category since women are the advancers to using the new

lexemes as a first step towards the linguistic change ( Labov, 1990).

Indeed, the rate of the Ksr lexis in use is higher because many reasons.

Although bedouin speech is known to be conservative, as a result of the ecological

process of the ruralization and the intertribal relations, Amr dialect knows some

linguistic switch particularly on the lexical level which is the use of Ksr

vocabulary and adapt them to the indigenous variety.

On the other hand, the Ksr use of Amr vocabulary in correlation with age

and gender is drawn in the bar-graphs below:
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Chart 3.6: The Use of Amr Lexis by Ksr Speakers

As the chart summarises, the rate of female and male use of Amr items is

almost limited, alike and decreased in comparison with the Amr use of Ksr

vocabulary. The non-use of the Amr items is referred, as many interviewees

claim, to the mispronunciation of certain phonemes. Other reasons may be

discovered through the next points.

Eventually, the analysis of the data has shown that the total opposition

existing in the oldest generation has been replaced by a linguistic option for

lexical alternation and accommodation within the youngest generation’s linguistic

behaviour. The other category (aged between 25 and 50 years old) have asserted

that they still use the indigenous items with their families in the countryside.

The researcher in the present work does not include the linguistic change as

an absolute phenomenon since it needs a deeper study and more intensive views,

but she takes the fact as a feature of the comparative analysis.
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As the examples indicate in table 3.9, when the Ksr item is used by Amr

speakers is adjusted to their indigenous accent, especially the vowels (œ) and (i:)

are replaced by [u:] and [eɪ] respectively, as in:  

 [tǝbrœ li]        in Amr           [tӕbru: li], ‘hailstone’

 [tәqʃi:rӕ]         in Amr            [tӕqʃeɪrӕ], ‘a sock’ 

In addition, the few Amr lexemes which are used by Ksr people are adapted

to their way of articulation either consonants or vowels, such as:

 [nælqæ]    in Ksr     [ nælɤæ], ‘i call’, [jlu:ħ ]      in Ksr      [jlœħ ], ‘he throws’ 

 [kæөөær]     in Ksr        [kәttær], [mhæððӕb]     in Ksr        [mhәddәb], ‘polite’ 

In contrast, the researcher has found some instances in Ksr adopted from

Amr variety which are uttered in Amr articulation. The probable interpretation is

that Ksr people has embraced the mechanism of replacing Amr [ɤ] by [q] and[q] 

by [ɤ]  wherever they occur in the Amr linguistic context without being aware of 

the right meaning. Consider here these representative examples:

 [lɤaυɤӕ]     in Ksr       [lqœqӕ] (i.e, ‘noise’; though in  MSA is [Ɂalɤaυɤa:Ɂ] 

with /ɤ/)

 [jӕqbӕr]     in Ksr         [jәɤbәr] (‘to hide’. This verb in MSA is derived from 

the noun /qabr/, that is to say, ‘a grave’). The researcher cosiders these

instances as notorious common mistakes which are used spontaneously

among Ksr speakers.

Through comparing the answers of the interview with the results in the

wordlist, it has been noticed that there is a slight assumption that the education

has tailored the realisation of Amr speakers. Thereby, they have even realised that

the use of the pharingeal fricative [ʕ] as misuse of the glottal stop variable /Ɂ / and 

vice versa. At this point, it sounds worthy to discuss the following tables:
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Word Gloss Articulation 10-25 26-50 51more

1./qur Ɂ ӕ:n/ Coran a.[qurʕӕ:n] 

b.[qurɁӕ:n]                 

20

80

90

10

100

0

2./ Ɂӕlf/ One 
thousands

a.[ʕӕlf] 

b.[Ɂӕlf] 

10

90

60

40

100

0

3. /suɁӕ:l / Question  a.[suʕӕ:l] 

b. [suɁӕ:l] 

10

90

50

50

100

0

4. /ʕӕ:m/ A year a.[Ɂӕ:m] 

b.[ʕӕ:m] 

20

80

80

20

100

0

5./lʕeɪd/ Feast a.[ lɁeɪd] 

b.[lʕeɪd] 

20

80

80

20

100

0

6. [ʒeɪʕa:n] Hungry  a.[ʒeɪɁa:n] 

b.[ʒeɪʕa:n] 

30

70

90

10

100

0

Table 3.11 : Scores of the Variant [Ɂ, ʕ] by Amr Males in relation to Age 

Table 3.11 exposes the scores of the use of the variants [Ɂ, ʕ] instead of              

/ ʕ, Ɂ /among Amr males speakers in correlation with age. Obviously, the category 

of elders (more than 50 years) are still keeping the indigenous realisation (a);

However, the other age categories display the difference as it is shown in the

following bar-graphs:
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Chart 3.7 : Scores of the Variant [Ɂ, ʕ] by Amr Males Speakers in relation to Age

By interpreting the table into bar-graphs the difference seems to become

evident, sincethe use of the indigenous articulation (a) is decreased in youngest

male generation’s speech. Through interviewing the informants, the researcher

claims that the reason behind this fact is the increase of literacy since they have

realised the misuse of /Ɂ, ʕ/.  

Again, the researcher has tested the articulation of the variants stated above

with the female group as follows:

Word Gloss Articulation 10-25 26-50 51-

more

1./qur Ɂ ӕ:n/ Koran a.[qurʕӕ:n] 

b.[qurɁӕ:n]                 

0

100

80

20

100

0

2./ Ɂӕlf/ One 
thousands

a.[ʕӕlf] 

b.[Ɂӕlf] 

10

90

50

50

100

0

3. /suɁӕ:l / Question  a.[suʕӕ:l] 

b. [suɁӕ:l] 

10

90

30

70

100

0
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4. /ʕӕ:m/ A year a.[Ɂӕ:m] 

b.[ʕӕ:m] 

10

90

80

20

100

0

5./lʕeɪd/ Feast a.[ lɁeɪd] 

b.[lʕeɪd] 

10

90

80

20

100

0

6. [ʒeɪʕa:n] Hungry  a.[ʒeɪɁa:n] 

b.[ʒeɪʕa:n] 

20

80

60

40

100

0

Table 3.12 : Scores of the Variant [Ɂ, ʕ] by Amr Females in relation to Age 

As pointed out before, Amr variety is known by the use of / Ɂ, ʕ / as usually 

inverted (one instead of the other despite of the graphological index). The scores

of female performace are interpreted into the coming charts, knowing that the old

women still use the variants as they are in their linguistic system:

0
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60

80

100

1 2 3 4 5 6

a

b

10-25 years old

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

1 2 3 4 5 6
26-50 years old

Chart 3.8 : Scores of the Variant [Ɂ, ʕ] by Amr Females Speakers 

Evidently, female speakers aged between 10 to 25 years old have corrected

the misuse of the target variants [Ɂ, ʕ] in a very remarkable rate. By comparing the 

scores of articulation in correlation with gender, females tend to use the correct

forms more than males do and the youngers more than the elders do.
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The female interviewees aged between (10-51 years old) have claimed that

it is hard to adapt the frequent words which have a great amount of use in daily

life as opposed to the items which are associated with life in town, schools and

prestige which are considered as newly integrated in the indigenous lexicon.

As the case of the above articulations, another aspect of switch which is the

Amr articulation [q] of the variable / ɤ / is classified according to age and sex in

the table stated below:

M

A

L

E

F

E

M

A

L

E

Word Gloss Articulation 10-25 26-50 51more

1./ ɤurӕ:b/ Crow a.[qrӕ:b]        

b.[ɤrӕ:b]

20

80

80

20

100

0

2./ şaɤi:r/ little a.[ şqaɪr] 

b.[ şɤaɪr] 

10

90

60

40

100

0

3. /jӕşbӕɤ / He

paints
a.[ jӕşbӕq]

b. [jӕşbӕɤ]

10

90

70

30

100

0

1./ ɤurӕ:b/ Crow  a.[ qrӕ:b] 

b.[ ɤrӕ:b] 

0

100

30

70

100

0

2./ şaɤi:r/ Little a.[ şqaɪr] 

b.[ şɤaɪr] 

0

90

70

30

100

0

3. /jӕşbӕɤ / He

paints

a.[ jӕşbӕq]

b.[ jӕşbӕɤ]

20

80

30

70

100

0

Table 3.13 : Scores of the Variant [q]1 by Amr speakers in relation to Age and Gender

1[ ] is used by referrence to MSA, since the variant [q] is an allophone for the phoneme /ɤ/ in the same Am utterance. 
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This table includes the scores of use of the variant [q] as an articulation of

the phoneme /ɤ/. For the sake of assessing the rate of switch to Ksr /ɤ/ (b) by

association with the results of interviews, the following figures are made:

0

20

40

60

80

100

1 2 3
a

b10-25 years old
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20
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80

100

1 2 3
26-50 years old
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Chart 3.9: Scores of the Variant [q] in correlation with Age and Sex

These figures interprete in a way or another the switch towards the Ksr

articulation. The alternation between the correct and the misused phonemes is not

governed by any phonemic environment but social context. The female

interviewees aged between (10-50 years old) have claimed that it is hard to

change the frequent words which have a great amount of use in daily life as

opposed to the items which are associated with life in town, schools and prestige.

The realisation of /ɤ/ as [q] and vice versa in Amr has created a considerable

amount of homophony. This feature displays a great homophonic ambiguity

between Amr and Ksr terms, consider the following representative examples:

[qreɪb] (in Amr means ‘stranger’) and [qri:b] ( in Ksr means ‘near’); Whereas

Male

Female
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[ɤreɪb] (in Amr means ‘near’) and [ɤri:b] (in Ksr means ‘stranger’), the verb

[bqӕ] in Amr means ‘he loved’; Whereas, in Ksr it means ‘he stayed’ and vice 

versa. The appropriate meaning is depicted from the context.

Addmittedly, the female interviewees (aged between 10 and 30 years old)

claim that education has played a great role in correcting their realisation and Amr

articulation is no more prestigious since there is no prestige in mistakes. On

another hand, the old category does not even recognize the misuse of those

variants (not mistakes) because of illiteracy as the main reason. Whereas, though

the middle category (between 26 and 50 years old) is aware of the correct

realisations they tried to be loyal to their variety and they change the forms

according to the context as schools, administrations and reading Koran. In

addition, some of them use the ‘correct’ variants when interacting with Ksr people

in order not to be marginalized because of the negative picture which Amr

articulation has.

Furthermore, although the lexical switch either towards Amr variety or Ksr

one is clearly taking place, the recognition of the speaker’s origin could be easier

through the indigenous use of vowels. For instance: [sӕbbæ ʈ] and [sǝbbæ ʈh ]

(the decay of the short vowel /ӕ/ in the latter, Ksr articulation) 

Depending on the distinction between the informants on one hand and the

linguistic realisation on another hand, the assessement of linguistic change might

take place. The linguistic change refers in this case to the ecological change, see

(chapter 1, section 4), according to Cadora’s ‘transformational trend’ (1992), as it

follows:

Figure 3.1: The Ecological Change. (Adopted from Cadora, 1992)

Figure 3. 2: The Linguistic Change. (ibid)

Bedouin Bedouin-Rural Rural Rural-Urban Urban

Bedouinite Bedouinite-Ruralite Ruralite Ruralite-Urbanite Urbanite
ee
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But things are not quite simple as it appears, since the facts of the linguistic

change analysed in this piece of work are features of lexical alternation,

morphological adaptation and/or phonological adjustment towards Ksr variety

which is a rural one. Thus, whether or not the transformation towards the urbanite

is hapenning is still not the concern of the work at this level.

At another level of analysis, the researcher notices that some lexical changes

might be clarified through stereotyping or stigmatizing the indigenuous items,

particularly in the Amr variety.

3.6. Linguistic Stereotypes

In Labovian sense, the linguistic behaviour displays a scale of different

levels of ‘salience’ among the use of the linguistic variables and their variants.

Labov (1972) differentiates between indicators, markers and stereotypes, which

are defined in Llamas et al. (2007: 06) as:

indicators (variables of which speakers other than linguists
are unaware, and which are not subject to style-shifting),
markers (variables close to speakers’ level of conscious
awareness which may have a role in class stratification, and
which are subject to style-shifting), and stereotypes (forms of
which speakers and the wider community are aware, but
which, like other stereotyped expectations of social groups,
are often archaic, misreported and misperceived).

The difference between the three terms is related to the degree of the

speakers’ awareness of their realisation of the linguistic variable. Indicators are

variables realised in an unconscious way which indicates the belonging to certain

large group since they are not subjected to style shifting1 whatever the situation is;

whilst, markers are connected to the levels of speakers’ consciousness of the

circumstances within the conversation (for instance, the addresser, the subject and

its purposes), these linguistic variables demonstrate, infact, the social identity (the

group or individual’s scale of identities). On another hand, stereotypes are

linguistic forms which exhibit social rather than only linguistic significance; they

1 It is the conscious alternation between the styles or varieties provided to the speaker according to the task
they are involved in (Meyerhoff, 2006)
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have old-fashioned and misviewed position within the social group as the case of

other expectations and beliefs which differ from one population to the other.

In the research at hand, the lexical relationship between Ksr and Amr

varieties shows those different levels of variables described above. They have

tended to be phonological ones which are considered as indicators because of their

occurences interms of their phonemic identity as the own linguistic system of each

variety (see section 4.2.1). In order to state the markers within the varieties, more

attention and many instrumental analysis have to be included which might not be

the enquiry of the research at this level. This discussion leads the researcher to

pick up the prestigious and the stigmatised features within the varieties under

analysis.

3.6.1. Stigma and Prestige

According to the interviews conducted with the sample of population, the

interpretation of the data has exhibited that there are some linguistic features

within Amr variety which are stigmatised by Ksr speakers, they are mostly

phonological ones. In other terms, the researcher could discover through the

interviews some Amr features which are popularly judged as being stigmatised

from the Ksr point of view. At this level, the researcher insists that this feature is

based on popular views apart from linguistic criteria.

Consequently, in this case, some phonemes have been replaced by Ksr ones

which are MSA realisations at the first place, for instance the replacement of the

Amr [Ɂ, ʕ, q ] by [ʕ ,Ɂ, ɤ] respectively, as in:

[qurʕӕ:n]          [qurɁӕ:n] (i.e. ‘Koran’)                                                                      

[jӕlɁӕb]            [jӕlʕӕb] (i.e. ‘He plays’)

[qrӕ:b]               [ɤ rӕ:b]  (i.e. ‘Crow’)

The reason behind such replacement is that those sounds of Amr become

old-fashioned, stigmatised and it is even acquired a mocking position.

In addition, many Amr informants especially in the youngest category claim that
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they were feeling the unbelonging to the whole society as in schools and shops.

Thus, the level of education has played a supportive role in reforming the phonetic

articulation and realising the misuse of some phonemes.

Furthermore, the interviewees (aged between 10-25 years old) have asserted

that some utterances are never used in communication with strangers such as

[ɡοrɡ], [ħæffæđ]̣ and [jælʕæ:ɡæ] (i.e. ‘shoe, trousers and Madam!’ respectively)

because of this fact of stigmatisation. As a result, the inclination for using Ksr

items might be interpreted due to the highest status and prestige which this variety

owns within the society of Ain Sefra.

3.5. Conclusion

This chapter highlited the analitycal phase which depends on the available

data of the highly frequent words within the two varieties. The triangular

methodology of research has helped the researcher to validate the information as

much as the data are valid.

Since language is basically the outcome of culture, the different cultural

realities of the two varieties are displayed in the different linguistic realisations

between these two varieties. The distinctions on the lexical level are governed by

the social factors such as age and gender. The field-researcher has pointed out that

the lexical distinction existed between Ksr and Amr varieties is interpreted in

totally different lexemes and utterances that show morphological or phonological

contrasts (or both).

Seeing that the indigenous items are still in use nowadays, the linguistic

difference still exists in Ain Sefra. The preservation of the variety refers to the

loyalty to the indigenous tribe and illiteracy which maintains the misuse of some

phonemes (especially Amr one) that build up the linguistic system of the variety

itself.
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In fact, the geographical unrest results the unstability of the variety which is

interpreted in phonological and lexical alternation. The Amr switch towards Ksr

features (either lexemes or phonemes) has many reasons. Firstly, litteracy which

plays a great role in realising the misproducion of certain phonemes. Secondly,

the fact of stigmatizing some items. Thirdly, the different aspects of lifestyle

which require the use of different utterances available in the adjacent linguistic

environment.

Though the lexical alternation within Amr and Ksr varieties takes place, the

distinctions between the two varieties are still existing and there might be other

levels of differences which are not tackled in this research work.
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General Conclusion

As a matter of fact, the consequent interpretation of the findings in any

sociolinguistic research that investigates a specific variable relies heavily on what

the methods of research are, how the sample of subjects is chosen and who is

collecting the data (Llamas et al., 2007). Thus, the researcher has tried to validate

the results as much as the data are valid.

The aim of the current research work is to find out certain aspects which

present the lexical differences between two main social varieties among others of

Ain Sefra which are El-Ksours and El-Amour (abbr. Ksr and Amr respectively).

The ethnicity is the salient clue for the distinction which is indisputable on the

lexical level. Each variety has its own distinctive features on different levels of

analysis such as the phonological and morpholgical one, in addition to the lexical

level which denotes different cultural and environmental heritage.

The combination between the linguistic conservatism and linguistic

accommodation in the same corpus of research might seem a paradox.

Nevertheless, it is considered as a comparative feature between the varieties under

study. The researcher, in one of the probabilities, has figured out that young Amr

speakers in some circumstances accommodate their speech to Ksr variety which is

considered as the most prestigious one among the inhabitants in Ain Sefra.

In spite of the lexical alternation and the phonological adjustment which

Amr variety has witnessed in some intances, the indigenous articulation still occurs

among the youngest generation as a contextual use in certain particular situation.

The Amr youngers’ inclination for the switch towards Ksr variety refers to the fact

of stigmatizing the realization of some phonemes and some lexemes which are

inevitably related to Bedouin lifestyle. Furthermore, education and massmedia have

played a major role in sensitizing Amr people to the misuse of certain phonemes.
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As the case of ‘Chelha’ use among Ksr younger speakers, certain Amr realizations

have been considered as having a contextual use in accordance with age and gender

for both addressee and addresser. Therefore, this research work attempted at

clariffying the understanding of age-specifity and gender-peculiarity in variational

distinction. The use of Amr lexical items among the youngest generation leads to

the assumption that Amr variety undergoes a considerable change which may be

another topic of research worthy to discuss in the future.
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Recorded Conversations

Some instances of recorded data are mentioned below. These examples

are excerpts from daily conversations collected in correlation with age and

gender in different settings such as: schools and home, street and shops.

Amr Informants

M - 90 years old: /... Ɂaɪh wӕɤt θθaυrӕ...mӕkӕ:nǝʃ lli bqӕ jşodd.. Ɂmӕ:nӕ ... 

kӕ:jӕn lli xđӕ̣  lӕʒʒbӕl ... wkӕ:jӕn lli bɤӕ f xaɪmtӕh ... ɁӕɁӕ:ɡӕ! 

mӕwɁaɪtǝʃ wӕh?/ 

(well, time of revollution... no one wanted to go with us... there was who

went to mountains...others stayed in their tents... oh man! Did you

remember?)

- 42 years old: /lӕqlӕm rӕ:hӕ qӕ:ljӕ ðӕ lɁӕ:m...lmӕwwӕlӕ qӕ:bu...lӕmʈӕɾ 

ɤleɪl... / 

(sheeps are expensive this year... shepherds are rare! Rain is few!)

-  15 years old: /...bӕşşӕħ  suʕӕ:l wӕ:ʕӕr... ħӕllaɪtӕh wӕh?... ӕnӕ  ɤӕ  

kӕmmӕlt xrӕʒt... mӕrraɪt nӕʃrob mmaɪhӕӕ.../ 

(but it was a hard question... did you answer it?..when I finished... I went

to drink water.)

F     - 55 years oldYears old: /ӕ:ʈʈoflӕ tɁӕ:lij ljӕ:h...tӕ:j wӕh... ħleɪb lӕmɁeɪz  

θӕ:ni zaɪn qӕlwӕ:ħӕd mӕjkӕθθӕrʃ / 

(oh girl!come here!...tea?... milk of goats also nice... but one has not to

drink it too much)

-40 Years old: /..kirӕ:hum lwӕ:qʃӕ:t θӕmmӕ ... θlӕ:θi:nӕlǝf 

wmӕʃӕwwӕleɪʃ...qӕ kđӕ̣:k  ssaυmӕ.../ 

(How are people there?...300DA without reduction... the price is still the

same...)

-23 years old: /đӕ̣jjӕʕthӕ fӕđđ̣ḷӕ:m...hdaɪtha ʕmӕ đđ̣ạɪfӕ:t...mӕʕlaɪhӕ 

wӕ:lu...tʒi  ʕlӕ kӕrʕi:hӕ /  
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(I lost her in the dark... I let her with the guests...she is alright she will

come on feet.)

Ksr Informants

M   -93 years old: / ӕbǝnti mӕtqǝlqi:ʃ...ddǝnijӕ ɡǝdd mӕtǝʈwӕ:l ɡşe:ɾӕ... ɾabbi   

wǝşşӕnӕ  ʕlӕ lwӕ:ldi:n.../   

(oh daughter!do not be nervous...life is short though it seems to be long...

Allah orders us to care about parents)

- 48 years old: /mӕqǝddi:tʃ ndǝsshӕ ʕli:k ...wǝllӕh ɤi tǝddi:hӕ ... rӕ:ni 

ʕʈhe:tǝk lbǝrmǝsjœn.../ 

(I could not hide it !.. ‘I swear by the name of Allah’ just take it... I have

given you the permission)

- 12 years old: /mmӕ  xǝlli:t  kǝɾʈhӕbi  fli:kœl ... nӕkǝl  fi hӕd  lǝɤʈhӕɾ .../ 

(Mom!I let my school bag at the school... Shall I eat in this plate?

F  - 59 Years old: / mǝnɤӕd jǝmʃu l tǝmmӕ ʕǝndhum ...rǝʒlijjӕ  mӕqǝddi:tʃ    

bi:hum... mӕɡʕǝdtʃ  kǝmmӕ kǝnt .../ 

(Tomorrow they will go there to them.....my feet hurt...I am not as I used

to be)

- 36 years old: /ɤi  ɡɡǝlʕu lǝʕʃӕ... ʒӕ:t mjӕ:t rǝqbӕ...lǝɤʈhӕ:ɾӕ:t  w 

lǝmɤӕ:rǝf    rӕ:hǝm wӕ: ʒdi:n... ӕwǝtnӕ nǝtlӕ:ħɡu f lǝʕrӕ:sӕ:t /

(Serve dinner...one hundred person had come... plates and spoons have

been already prepared... we meet in all weddings)

- 19 years old: / ʒӕ lɁustӕ:d...ttǝmri:n mǝħlœl... ɤ ǝdwӕ rӕ:nӕ mǝʕrœdi:n

ʕǝndhum.../ 

(Did the teacher come?...the exercise is done...we are invited at their

home)



Ii.

Word-list
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استقصاء

:.....السنرذك:الجنسقصوري:أالنتماء:......االسم

:.المستوى التعلیميأنثىعموري:.....اللقب

إلىاحتجت إذاإجابات)ي(أمام الكلمة المستعملة في لغتك العامیة و أضف)×(عالمة )ي(ضع *

:ذلك

ْومــَ ث   ومتــُ :ثوم):ذ(,)ث(المتغیر )أ

نیةـَـمــْ منیة                          ثــْ ت ):8(ثمانیة

رت                       ـحـییحرث:ثرُ ـیح

یب                 د                           بــیذ:ذئب

ر َذّ ـَ بــْ یر    ◌ّ  دــبـْ ی:رّ◌◌ّ  ذـبـُ ی

بـَ ذ ْھ       ب                  ـَ ھ◌ْ د     : بٌ ـذھ  

هارَ ـّ یـــَ طارة               ـّ یــِ ت      :طائرة):ط(المتغیر

یخ                  ــِّ تـب                              یخبـطـّ :بطیخ

         ڤـْنطقْ ــتــْ ن     : نَط َق

رعا نــُ ق    قرآن                     :قرآن:)ع(,)أ(المتغیر

فـْ لــع  ف                       ـْ ل أ:ألف  

معروظ              مأروظمأروض          ـْروض            عمَ :  مدعو 

اـأ ْمان             ا  ـانـمـْ ع                   اــْمآنْمعانا      :َمعنا  

رــْ یــَ ْصقْصغیر:صغیر):غ(,)ق(تغیرالم  

لغـیام لــَقــْیـاملــْقــَیـْم                   :الغیم

قرّ ـْیفغ       ◌َ ْیفرّ :غرِ ـْ فـُ ی

اشیرـغـْ ت         قاشیر              ـْـت :جوارب

ت                      ـیـِ ْبغبـْقــَیـْت:ـْت بـَ بحْ أ  

غىـْ بــَ ییبقى                   : بقىیَ   

ظـَــل                      ل  ـَ ض :ـلظِ ):ظ(,)ض(المتغیر 

لَـَـْعضم    لَـــَعظـَم:العظم

ـلمھظـَـّ ضلمھظــْالم                    :ظالم

مْرظـمْرض:َمَرض
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یــْفـَـف               ظـیـِ ض:  فـْ یضَ 

ْو                ـضُ ظـــَوْ    :ضوء

):ھم(الضمیر المتصل بالفعل )ب

جبتــْھمجبتـْھــو    :أنا أحضرتھم:الماضي

جــَبـْناھمجبناھو            :نحن أحضرناھم

جبتھمجـبتھو    :أنتـَ أحضرتھم

جابـــْھمجابــْھو     :ھو أحضرھم

جبتـوھمجبتوھو    :أنتم أحضرتموھم

یھمـَدّ ن                   یھو نــَدّ :أنا آخذھھم:المضارع

وھم◌ّ  ند                   وھونـَدّ :نحن نأخذھم

یھم                تـَدّ یھو   دّ تــَِ◌◌ِ :أنت تأخذھم

یـھمیـَدّ یھویدِّ :ھو یأخذھم

وھمیــَدّ وھو یـدّ :ھم یأخذونھم

:جمع التكسیر و السالم)ج

شــَبــْعانـین                شــْباع:جمع شبعان

جیعانین                 ْ جـْـیاع:جمع جوعان

َعجـْالنیـن    عـْجــا ال:جمع عجـْالن

لــُـْولـِیـن                    لـــْواال:جمع أو ل

تـــالیـین                  تـــْـواال:جمع أخیر

:المفردات)د

ڨـــُْر ڤ                  اط  ـّ صب         : حذاء  

ظـَاحــَفـّ ســَروال:سروال

مشوار ـْ ل                      یــْفالزَّ :المندیل

ـلھ                       مایـْده                     میــد هطابْ :الطاولة

ــُوشڤمنـْ خــُرص:قرط

  ڨلـْـمـَـطــْــرَ                     لـعـصا    : العصا

لـْـخـیــْدوسلــْبــَْرنـوس :البرنوس

بورابح شــَرمـاطة:یدویافرش مصنوع

جــَْربيحایك : غطـاء صـوفي
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حوْ دَ ســْریر مــْھــَد:مھد

افــَمـّ                       اتـمـّ   ا                          ثـمـّ :ھنـاك  

كــْظـا كاكــّ ھـكاھاك كــُمــّ :ھـكذا

ناھـوشـْـكون        :من

بْ ــَــّ ڤتــْعــَ تــْعـاود                     عاود :بعد ذلك

ماھوش ماشي ھوا   :لیس ھو

ماشي أنا    أنا مـا نیشي:أنالیس 

مراھش ھنا                   ماھوش ھنا:لیس ھنا

          ح   بـصّ ג˸�بــَلــْحــَ :ألیس كذلك/صحیح

أ َیــْھواه        :نعم

لــَبــْدادایــْمٍ :دائما

ـســُـقْ كــِ◌ِ كي شـْـغــُــل : مثــل

یا حْوجيیا لــَیــْـعي     یا َوخــْـدي   : بةیا للند

قــَ                            غي      :إال 

قــــْـدَ غـــْـَد   غــدوة  :غــَـدا

بـعدغـــْدَ بــَعـَْدقـــَْد  ــْغــَد مــَنـ: بـعد غد

ـھــَ ـڤلــْعاآآْي  یا لـَمــْرا   :أیـتھا المرأة

ڨْ آ لــْـعا آْي    یا راجـل :أیــھا الرجل

لــْـَوطـْـیـَھ      لــَْرض  :رضاأل

                        سمش                       ـــایــْلـھڤ     : شمس

رملـھ نـَـبــْكـھ:رمل

ْردلصـّ الــْبــْرد  :البرد

ــْـحاب الصّ تــبـْـرولي   :البـََرد

لــْقـــَیـْثلــْغــَیـْثــُـْو    النــّ لــَمــْطــَْر                   :المطر

لــَغــْلــملــَقــْلــَملــَغــْنَم   :الغنم

ـعتــرظـّ                   ع تـــْـنـَكــّ                   ـع     تـــَْرضـّ :تـُرضـع  

َّ : ـعیــُقـــَطــّ                      ــعــّ ــَطڤیــْ                     ـخیــْشـَــلــ

ג˸�ــَ دفــّ ــَحكــَـفــّ :أھرق الماء

◌ْ یــْبــَلــَط    یـــْمــحـّ ـــَخ   یـْنـَفــّ :یـُبــَلــل

ـيیــْـَونــّ ـْمـا        ف ل َـَرّ یـْص:یـُبــْعـد الماء  
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ْیظـیعیـْضـیع   ه  یـْـتویــَْھمـل:یـَتـوه

یـَنــَْدهْیصـیـفـط:یُرسل

مـْشى   خــْظـى:اتــجھ

واعـدنيجاني نیشان:ــَھ  اليتــََوجـّ 

◌ْ مـَـرّ مـْـشى           :ذھـَبَ 

یـَھـْبتیـَخــْبـَط یـضـْرب  :یـَضرب

                ـط  یــْـخــَـلــّ ر َیــْھــَوّ :یـُخلط

سْیحـَوّ ــَر    یـْـَدبــّ یــْراعـي                   :یَبـَْحث

               ڨیــْدر ّیــَقـــْبـر:یــُخـبـىء

ــَرْیشـــَمّ             ـم       یــْلــَقــّ   : ـریـُشـَمـِّ 

ـرْیكــَتــــّ ــَریـْكـَثــــّ م یـْعــَرّ :یكثر  

و لـَعـْشاـّ نــْـحــَطلـَعــْشا         ـلعــوــّ ڤنــ  :نـــُـقــَدم العشاء

نــوظــْ                      ـد ــَعــّ ڤتــْـوض ــُ ن:  انھض

ھــَْدىــِي              یــیــْخـــَلــّ :یـَتـــْرك

ــَـىاح                   تــْـعا لَ ْرو:تــَعا ل

◌ْ نـــْـھـَكّ ــَدنـي     بـَعــّ :اتركنـي

وحرُ تــْلــَْع نــْسـخــطـْ    :اذھـب

یـْـلوحیــْقــِیس        :یــَرمي

ل َشــَـوّ ـَص   ـنــَقـــّ : صأُنــْقـــَ 

ـطلـھنـْـَعیــّ یلَـھْ ــِّ ڤنـــْز َنـَلـْقــا لـھ                  :اُناِدیھ

ْت  تــْصـَنــّ              ـكتــْصـَمــّ سـْـمـْع   :اسمعْ 

عـْیــال فــْالنمـَْرت فــْالن  :زوجة فالن

هظــَرّ                 ــة  ڤْرفــیـةضــُرّ :زوجة الثــانیةال

طــْـفــُــلولــْد         :صبي

مـتــْـفا تنا بـز  مـدّ مــتــْخاصم                : مـتشـاجر

واعـي                   عـا قــل               رمــتـْفــَكـّ :رمـُتـذ كــِّ 

ْمَریـْـظجوع   مــَیـْـمــْریــض  :مـَریـض

ــھبـوكمَ موسوس     :اكـّ شك

ـنا تعویْ ِعـیـنِـیـن :عـیـون

ملـْجوجھلــْ الماكـْلھ   :األكل
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اياف روا            روّ غــُرّ :الكسكسإناء تقدیم مرق

اـــْرڤ تـا             ـھ   غـرفـیّ :  حساء إناء

غــْـطــار مــَتــْرد: صحن كسكس

لــــْعــَیــْشطـــْعام :  كسكس

               خبز                  كــســره         :  خبز

مــُغــْراجبــُقـــْراج       :تسخین الماءإناء

لــُـولــَعیــامّ خـــْدیمھ ـــدَره   ڤ       : قدر

طــاوهــَـِمـیلـھ  ڤ   :إناء

بونــْبونـھ بــا ونــھ  :قـارورة كبیرة للماء

عامْ ـــْ ل  لیلةنـــا یــر    :رأس السنة



IIi.

Interviews
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The Formal Interview

Good morning, thanks for accepting this appointment. This interview will help

me to fill gaps in my research which is about the differences between El-Amour and

El- Ksour varieties. The interview will be recorded if you wouldn’t mind.

Age?

Gender?

A Ethnic group?

Occupation?

Level of education?

B

1- Are you satisfied with your speech (dialect) or do you want to speak in another

way? Why?

 AA: /tӕʕʕӕʒbӕk lhӕɖɾӕ ttӕʕӕk rӕk mǝqtӕ:nǝʕ bi:hæ wǝllæ wkæ:n tşe:b     

tbǝddǝlhæ/? /ʕlӕ: ʃ/ ? 

2- Is there any difference in your speech when compare it with the one of your

relatives who are still living in countryside (or Sfissifa)?

 AA: /kӕ:jǝn fӕɾq bi:n hӕɖǝɾtǝk wǝttӕ:ʕ wlӕ:d  ʕӕmmӕk lli  ʕӕdӕ rӕhom 

flӕʕrӕb/ (or /şwişe:fӕ/) 

3- Would you please name the following staff: Coran – Crow - 10 DA - 100 year –

the day after Holly Ramadan.

       AA: /ki: ʃ tsǝmmi hӕ:du/ / mӕşħӕf/ /ɤɾӕ:b/ /mjӕ:t snӕ// lju:m li jʒi mo:ɾ ɾamɖӕ:n/  
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4- Have you changed your way of speaking from your childhood till now? If yes,

examples.

AA: / bǝddǝlt hӕɖɾtǝk ki kbǝrt wǝllӕ bqӕ:t  ɤi:r  kǝmmӕ  hijjӕ/ 

5- What about the indigenous terms and phonemes (for Amr)? How do you

perceive the Amr consonants [q, ɤ]?

AA: /wӕ:ʃ huwӕ lklӕ:m wǝllӕ lħoro:f li tbǝddlu  wmӕbqi:tu:ʃ tɡu:lu:hum/ ?/ki:ʃ  

tɡu:l  ki tǝsmӕʕ lǝʕmu:ri (q) jɾӕɖɖhӕ (ɤ) w(ɤ) jɾӕɖɖhӕ (q) /  

6- What are the linguistic features that seem to be different in comparison with a

Ksr (Amr) speaker?

AA: /wӕ:ʃ  huwӕ lǝklӕ:m li mӕ:ʃi  ki:fki:f mʕӕ lǝʕmu:r/ (or/ ɡşo:ɾ/) 

7- In a given conversation, how can you recognize that the interlocutor is a Ksr (or

Amr) speaker? Examples?

AA: / ki tku:nu fi ʒmӕʕӕ ki:ʃ ddi:r(i) tӕʕɾǝf(i) hӕ:dӕ ʕmu :ri wǝllӕ ɡşo:ɾ i/  

8- When you are with Ksr (Amr) interlocutor do you switch to his/her

variety?why?

AA: /ki tkoun mʕӕ ɡşo:ɾ i tbǝddǝl  hӕɖɾtǝk ki:fӕh wǝllӕ lӕ/ /ʕlӕ: ʃ/? 

9- Your speech and your parents’ are the same or different? How?

AA: / hӕɖɾtǝk w lhӕɖɾӕ tӕ: ʕ wӕ:ldi:k  ki:fki:f/? /ki:fӕ:ʃ/ ?  

10-What is the dialect in what you prefer to speak?why?

      AA: / wӕ:ʃ  hijjӕ  lhӕɖɾӕ li tӕʕʕӕʒbӕk tӕhɖӕɾ bi:hӕ/ ? /ʕlӕ: ʃ/ ? 

Thank you so much Sir/Miss/Mrs, you were very helpful. Thanks again for your

time.



الملخـّ ص

ة بلھجتین بین المفردات الخاصـّ تة تھدف إلى تحلیل بعض االختالفاتحلیلیـّ  ةھذا العمل عبارة عن مقارن

ھجتان تحمالن اسميّ ھاتان اللــّ .السوسیولغوي المتواجد بمنطقة عین الصفراء بوالیة النعامةباینالتـّ ضمن

یھدف ھذا البحث أیضا إلى اكتشاف بعض أسباب الحفاظ .‘العمور’و ‘القصور’ـتین ھما مجموعتین عرقیـّ 

المقارنة تسعى إلى المزاوجة بین عوامل اجتماعیة و هھذوبیان ذلك یكمن في أن.ھجتیناللغوي لكل من اللــّ 

یة ضمن رات لغوـناوب فیما بین متغیّ أو التــّ /الحفاظ و،ـشابھ و االختالفكالتـّ ﴾، ةعوامل لغویّ ﴿حقائق لسانیة 

..                                                                                       ﴾ـة�˷ϳϧΛٺ﴿ـة العرقـیّ المجموعـات

.عوامل لغویة-عوامل اجتماعیة-‘والعمورالقصور’-تباین سوسیولغوي-المفردات-مقارنة تحلیلیة:كلمات مفتاحیة

Résumé

Ce travail est une analyse comparative qui vise à analyser quelques différents

aspects entre le lexique de deux variations sociolinguistiques qui existent dans la

région de Ain Sefra, wilaya de Naama, en l’occurrence ‘El- Ksour’ et ‘El-Amour’ qui

marquent le parler de ses tribus indigènes. Cette recherche est ainsi consacrée à

découvrir certaines causes de la préservation linguistique qui s’agit de marrier entre

des facteurs sociaux et des faits linguistiques, la similarité et la différence, la

presérvation et /ou l’alternance de quelques variables linguistiques.

Les mots clés : analyse comparative - lexique - variation sociolinguistique-‘El- Ksour

et El-Amour’ - variables sociaux - variables linguistiques.

Abstract

This research work is a comparative analysis which aims at analysing the

differences between the lexicon of two sociolinguistic variations co-existing in Ain

Sefra, wilaya of Naama. These varieties are called after their indigenous ethnic groups:

‘El- Ksour’ and ‘El-Amour’. This research endeavours also to discover certain causes

behind the linguistic preservation. In other words, it tends to marry between social

factors and linguistic realities, as the similarities and the differences, the preservation

and/or the alternation between some linguistic variables within the speech of the two

ethnic groups.

Key-words: comparative analysis- lexicon- sociolinguistic variation- ‘El- Ksour and

El-Amour’ - social variables- linguistic variables.
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Remarkable linguistic achievements in studying language seem to have

extensively flourished during the last century raising many questions in several

fields of research. These works shed more light on different linguistic behaviours

and to their social correlation. This has called for the progress of sociolinguistics.

As far as sociolinguistics is concerned, the investigators in such field relate

the occurrence of the variants of the linguistic variable to a number of social factors

within the same speech community (Labov’s work 1966 in New York City, Trudgill

1974 in Norwich, and others). Thus, they were fundamentally interested in

answering some questions such as: what are the factors that affect linguistic

behaviour differences? Why and how do neighbouring varieties differ? Such

questions open the doors for other important discussions and investigations.

Many sociolinguistic studies on the Arabic-speaking world have been

interested in investigating different dialects in comparison with MSA due to the

wide typical heterogeneity in the social organizations, national constructions, urban

contexts as well as language situations. In this respect, many factors were taken into

consideration such as: sedentary and nonsedentary (firstly recognized by Anis

(1952) and later by Al-Jundi (1965)) and rural versus urban. The ‘tripartite

distinction’ which is comprised by the stated factors (urban, rural and nomadic

Bedouin groups) cannot be defined in purely social, cultural or even geographic

items (Cadora, 1992). This fact has been recently discussed in an international

workshop on Arabic urban vernaculars which was organized in October 2004

gathering many researchers from different traditions, in addition to the

Encyclopedia of Arabic Language and Linguistics (EALL) which was published in

August 2006 including 14 case-studies in Amman, Cairo, Damascus, and other

Arab cities. Yet, it has been claimed that the convergence towards MSA in any

dialectological research was merely observed on lexical level, whereas on the other

levels MSA/dialects aspects were analysed in terms of stylistic variations or

instances of code switching rather than practically implication of language change.

(Haak et al., 2004).
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However, in recent years, analytic investigations have tackled the description

of the dialects in contact within urbanized contexts influenced by non-urban ones

which are purely Bedouin (Miller et al., 2007). In this sense, the current dissertation

explores the lexical differences between two Algerian social dialects in contact

within an intricate linguistic profile. The investigator has chosen Ain Sefra as a

speech community in which many social and geographical linguistic varieties have

coexited for about a half century. Though the linguistic image of this speech

community is rich, the researcher tends to introduce two distinct varieties which are:

El-Ksour and El-Amour varieties (henceforth, Ksr and Amr respectively), for the

following reasons: they are two social dialects involved in the rural/ Bedouin

context which still display some differences though they coexist in the same speech

community. In this way, the conductor of this research insists on the representatives

who are living in the town of Ain Sefra. Thus, this study aims at investigating the

following research questions:

What does characterize the main linguistic differences between the two

varieties (Ksr and Amr ) and according to what social factors? In addition, some

sub-questions are worthy to be investigated:

- Why are these varieties still different though they coexist within

the same geographical area of Ain Sefra?

- Is there any influence of one variety over the other in a given social

interaction between interlocutors of both varieties?

In this line of thought, the hypotheses which might be advocated at this level

are:

- The main linguistic variations seem to occur at the lexical level,

which may be related to differences in age and gender.

-The linguistic differences still co-existing may be due to the preservation of

the linguistic behaviour expressing tribe belonging, in addition to the loyalty to the

variety which denotes ethnicity.
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- It may appear that one speaker may switch his/her way of speaking to the

other speaker’s variety in the same conversation in order to be understood.

Hence, this research work is framed within three distinctive chapters. The first

one is almost devoted to the discussion of the key- concepts that are related to the

area of research. This part should be seen as an analytic background for the second

and the third chapters rather than only a significant theoretical collection of

information. The second chapter is the central body of the whole study, since it is a

description of the speech community in question on geographical, social and

linguistic dimensions. The third chapter is highly practical as it presents the sample

of informants and its categorization into age and gender classes. Then, it introduces

the research methods, which the investigator has considered to collect data. The

data will be analysed in quantitative and qualitative paradigms, according to age and

gender. The interpretation of the data will reveal some results according to the

stream of the methodology followed in choosing the representatives, research tools

and methods of analysis.

The first chapter is purely the theoretical face of the whole work. It has

introduced a number of language aspects, phenomena and fields of study.

Furthermore, its aim was to consider the relation between the linguistic behaviour

and non-linguistic factors, as well as to demonstrate the reflection of a large scheme

of social identities in the individual’s language variations.The application of the

technical terms stated in this chapter will be clearly seen in the next one. Thus, the

reader will take a close look on the scene of language variation, i.e. the speech

community under study, which is Ain Sefra. The researcher will describe this

community from the social and linguistic perspectives in order to demonstrate the

several dialects connected to this geographical space.

Obviously, the second chapter has testified to the cultural and the linguistic

diversity in the region of Ain Sefra, as it has shown the social groups and branches

coexisted in that district from both historical and linguistic perspectives.
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Despite the range of information presented in this chapter, the researcher did

not go deeply through important details otherwise it would be undoubtedly another

important sociolinguistic subject to discuss. Thus, the investigator tends to restrict

the study to serve the goal of this work which is highly clarified in the title of the

whole research so that to show the similarities and the differences between El-

Amour and El-Ksour varieties, and that will be the concern of the next chapter.

The third chapter highlited the analitycal phase which depends on the

available data of the highly frequent words within the two varieties. The triangular

methodology of research has helped the researcher to validate the information as

much as the data are valid.

Since language is basically the outcome of culture, the different cultural

realities of the two varieties are displayed in the different linguistic realisations

between these two varieties. The distinctions on the lexical level are governed by

the social factors such as age and gender. The field-researcher has pointed out that

the lexical distinction existed between Ksr and Amr varieties is interpreted in a

totally different lexemes and utterances that show morphological or phonological

contrasts (or both).

Seeing that the indigenous items are still in use nowadays, the linguistic

difference still exists in Ain Sefra. The preservation of the variety is referred to the

loyalty to the indigenous tribe and illiteracy which maintains the misuse of some

phonemes (especially Amr one) that consist the linguistic system of the variety

itself. In fact, the geographical unrest delivers the unstability of the variety which is

interpreted in phonological and lexical alternation. The Amr switch towards Ksr

features (either lexemes or phonemes) has many reasons. Firstly, litteracy which

plays a great role in realising the misproducion of certain phonemes. Secondly, the

fact of stigmatizing some items. Thirdly, the different aspects of lifestyle which

require the use of different utterances available in the adjacent linguistic

environment. Though the lexical alternation within Amr and Ksr varieties takes
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place, the distinctions between the two varieties are still existed and there might be

other levels of differences which are not tackled in this research work.

The research methodology has been conducted in a triangular series of

data-collecting methods, so that to gather reliable information serving the various

requirements of the work. such instruments of investigation are: the recording, the

word-list and the interviews. As a first step, the investigator records ordinary

conversations on an electronic device perfectly hidden, these conversations are

assembled within different contexts as at home, in schools, shops and others, stored

as WAV files, then transcribed using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).

This method of participant observation provides the researcher with a general view

over the two varieties through pooling raw material upon all the linguistic

levels: phonological, morphological and importantly the lexical one. This method

translates a natural chaotic speech into supportive data that permit the investigator

to compare within an account for social conditions and linguistic contexts. Hence,

the ranges of information found are so helpful in preparing the word list. Secondly,

in order to interpret the data quantitatively and qualitatively as well, a list of words

has been given to the same sample of informants. The purpose is to gather the

similar and the different lexical items and so that to assume the extent of using the

lexicon as well as to discover on what ground the linguistic change plays. The word

list comprises of five pages, it begins with questions about personal information:

(age and gender). The next part is entirely devoted to lexical instances. Those

instances are subdivided in an unremarkable way for the informants into three

categories; the first one indicates the phonological aspects stating the variables

subject to analysis. The second one tends to find out the morphological peculiarities

of each variety as: the noun plural and the compound pronoun /hum/. Finally, the

third category is totally concerned with lexical variations between the Amr and Ksr

varieties.

Thirdly, the formal interview contains two essential parts, one for the personal

information (age, gender and level of education), and the other for the research
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questions trying to interpret the results collected from the recording and the

questionnaire data.

There are ten (10) questions asked in the dialectal Arabic (AA) by the

researcher herself or sometimes she applies the friend of friend method addressing

the same sample of informants with which the above research methods were carried

out. The scope of the interview is conducted as it follows:

● In the first question, the interviewer tries to drive the interviewee’s attention 

towards his/her dialect (variety) to note the status in which this variety is classified

from its speaker’s point of view. This question sheds light on the speaker’s attitudes

towards his/her variety in order to assume why the differences between the two

varieties still (or may not) occur.

● The second, the third, the fourth and the fifth question seek for the speakers’ 

tendencies for dialectal change through time and place, i.e. age and geographical

context respectively.

● The sixth and seventh question aim at knowing the features and the 

specificities which make the Amr variety different from Ksr one and vice versa in

order to deduce the speaker’s awareness.

● The eighth question finds out the speaker’s inclination to switch to the other 

variety and the reasons behind.

● The nineth and tenth questions attempt at asserting the answers about the 

loyalty to the varieties.

The lexical data collected through the research methods stated above are

demonstrated in by means of tables. These data are classified and indexed

phonetically and grammatically to help the researcher in making the analysis

beneficial and easier. Through analysing the recorded ordinary conversations and

the questionnaires, the investigator found out some instances of lexica specific to

each variety. According to the data collected, the distinction between the two
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varieties lies on different lexical categories such as verbs, nouns, and adjectives.

Concerning the definite article /Ɂal/ in MSA, if it is followed by a consonant which 

is articulated in the same/or approximate area of articulation of /l/ (called ‘Ash-

Shamsi’ letters), the latter is elided and the consonant is geminated as in: /Ɂaʃʃams/;

when the preceeded letter is not Shamsi (called ‘Qamari’ letter), /l/ is pronounced as

in /Ɂalqamar/. Thererby, in both varieties the same rules are applied, but the

‘Hamza’ /Ɂ/ is omitted with the two cases of consonants as in [ssәmʃ] ( geminated 

/s/), and [lqӕmrӕ] (pronounced /l/) correspondingly.  

Apart from simillarities which gather both dialects in one side of lexis, the

other side of differences comprises categories of lexicon wich are entirely different

i.e. a ksr notion is expressed in totally different item within Amr variety, other

lexicon are phonologically or morphologically distinct or both. Through the analysis

of the data collected, the researcher could figure out, in addition to the lexical

differences, a clear distinction between the Amr and Ksr varieties on the

phonological and morphological level. in Amr variety, the plosives /Ɂ, ɖ , q/ are 

substituted by the fricatives [ ʕ, đ ̣ , ɤ] respectively and vice versa, since those 

fricatives are alternatively replaced with the former plosives; whereas, there is no

such alternation in Ksr variety. This fact is known in many Arabic dialects by

/ Ɂalqalb/. In addition, Amr variety is known by keeping the interdentals /θ, ð, đ ̣/ in

its system as opposed to the Ksr in which they are substituted by [t, d, ɖ] 

correspondingly. The rest of the MSA consonants are the same in both of the

varieties such as /b, t, h, w, z, ħ, k, l, m, n, t/ exept the affricate /dʒ/ and the 

voiceless plosive /q/ which are articulated as the palato-alveolar fricative /ʒ/ and the 

voiced velar stop /ɡ/ correspondingly in both varieties. 

Each variety has its own peculiarities at the morphological side characterizing

the speakers of each variety. Some variational specificities are stated below:

 Reduplication: Ksr variety in contrast to Amr one is characterised by the huge

occurrence of the reduplicated verbs which refer to the action frequently repeated or
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which take a long time when it is happening, such as: [j+kәħ kәħ ] and [j+ ʒәr ʒәr ], 

“He is coughing without interruption” and “He is pulling” respectively.

 The plural: a salient morphological distinction between the dialects under

analysis is the noun plural. The plural patterns in MSA are divided into two types:

the irregular /dʒamʕ Ɂattaksi:r/ and the regular /dʒamʕ Ɂassalim/. The Amr is 

characterised by the irregular “broken” plural considering different patterns.

This fact can be probably explained by the reference to the origin of the

variety. The use of the irregular plural needs a geat knowledge about the

grammatical rules of the Classical Arabic (or MSA) since it is represented through a

number of patterns; Whereas, the regular type is an inflectional feature obtained

through adding a suffix to the item in singular. Thus, the word is made up of free

morpheme (lexical form) and bound morpheme (the suffix) which is regarded as a

simple rule for speakers who are originally Berber. Bearing in mind that the

inflectional morphology is not an operation of newly coined lexical items but rather

a syntactical adjustment, this case can be applied on nouns and adjectives.

Femininization: some nouns which are masculine in MSA are treated as

feminine ones in Ksr as it is observed in the examples below which are taken from

the recorded conversations:

 /lbӕ:b # mӕħlœl+ӕ … wi:n rӕhӕ lmәftӕ:ħ/ (i.e. the door is opened... where 

is the key?). The suffix /ӕ/ shows the feminine feature in AA as the case of 

the article /rӕhӕ/ i.e. it is considered as feminine. 

Depending on the tables of the data collected, the researcher can state some

remarks which may essentially be associated with the results of the interviews:

1/ The lexica of Amr variety seem to be quite rich in synonymous items since

every notion has a vocabulary, and this aspesct can be explained due to the nature of

its Arabic origin, while this peculiarity is not found in Ksr variety, for instance:

 The verb ‘to go’ is expressed through:
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1- [xđæ̣] to mean: ‘he went in hurry without direction’

2- [şɑɖɖ] to mean ‘he went without returning for the moment’

3- [mɑrr] to mean ‘he went for the moment’

4- [ddӕ ʕӕ] to mean ‘he went in slow walk’; Whereas in Ksr only the verb [mʃæ] is 

used whatever the situation means, in addition to an adverbe for the sake of a

presized description.

 The verb ‘to be lost’ is expressed through:

1- [tæ:h] to mean: ‘he is lost without returning in the wrong turn’

2- [đæ̣:ʕ] to mean: ‘it is lost for the moment’; Meanwhile,only the form [hmǝl] is 

used in Ksr, and the right meaning is understood from the context.

2/ There are many borrowed words from French in Ksr variety as opposed to

Amr one. The only explanation which might be given at this level is the

confrontation of Ksr people with the French in the colonisation period because of

their lifestyle (commerce, agriculture and building). As many interviewees

(especially between 65-92 years old) have claimed that The French settelement at

that time was precisely in the Ksours and not in the countryside.

3/ The Amr variety witnesses a kind of an ecolinguistic change described under a

phonological adjustment within the same form or replacing by a Ksr form. As an

illustration: [ʕmæ] rather than [Ɂmæ] ( adapting the phoneme /ʕ/ in the indigenous 

item) and the utterance [sӕbbæʈ] rather than [ɡοrɡ] (adapting the whole lexeme,

since their own lexeme seems to be an old-fashioned used to describe ‘shoes’ of

specific kind which is no longer in use).

4/ The preservation of the linguistic form till nowedays refers to the

presservation of the tribal traddition, since the majority of the interviewees consider

the language (precisely the dialect) as a tribal pride, stamp and personality. In

addition, Amr interviewees (aged between 10 and 25 years old) have considered

their articulation as a contextual one, by claiming that Chelha among Ksr also is

restricetd to some context as the family subjects. Recently, the intertribal contacts

facilitate the interpretation of the linguistic change (or alternation at this level)
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within both varieties, but someone wonders what is the variety which is influenced

and under what conditions.

The researcher in the present work does not include the linguistic change as an

absolute phenomenon since it needs a deeper study and more intensive views, but

she takes the fact as a feature of the comparative analysis.

Furthermore, although the lexical switch either towards Amr variety or Ksr one is

clearly taking place, the recognition of the speaker’s origin could be easier through

the indigenous use of vowels. For instance: [sӕbbæ ʈ] and [sǝbbæ ʈh ] (the decay of

the short vowel /ӕ/ in the latter, Ksr articulation). 

As a matter of fact, the consequent interpretation of the findings in any

sociolinguistic research that investigates a specific variable relies heavily on what

the methods of research are, how the sample of subjects is chosen and who is

collecting the data (Llamas et al., 2007). Thus, the researcher has tried to validate

the results as much as the data are valid.

The aim of the current research work is to find out certain aspects which

present the lexical differences between two main social varieties among others of

Ain Sefra which are El-Ksours and El-Amour (abbr. Ksr and Amr respectively).

The ethnicity is the salient clue for the distinction which is indisputable on the

lexical level. Each variety has its own distinctive features on different levels of

analysis such as the phonological and morpholgical one, in addition to the lexical

level which denotes different cultural and environmental heritage.

The combination between the linguistic conservatism and linguistic

accommodation in the same corpus of research might seem a paradox. Nevertheless,

it is considered as a comparative feature between the varieties under study. The

researcher, in one of the probabilities, has figured out that young Amr speakers in

some circumstances accommodate their speech to Ksr variety which is considered

as the most prestigious one among the inhabitants in Ain Sefra.
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In spite of the lexical alternation and the phonological adjustment which Amr

variety has witnessed in some intances, the indigenous articulation still occurs

among the youngest generation as a contextual use in certain particular situation.

The Amr youngers’ inclination for the switch towards Ksr variety refers to the fact

of stigmatizing the realization of some phonemes and some lexemes which are

inevitably related to Bedouin lifestyle. Furthermore, education and massmedia have

played a major role in sensitizing Amr people to the misuse of certain phonemes.

As the case of ‘Chelha’ use among Ksr younger speakers, certain Amr

realizations have been considered as having a contextual use in accordance with age

and gender for both addressee and addresser. Therefore, this research work

attempted at clariffying the understanding of age-specifity and gender-peculiarity in

variational distinction. The use of Amr lexical items among the youngest generation

leads to the assumption that Amr variety undergoes a considerable change which

may be another topic of research worthy to discuss in the future.
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and/or the alternation between some linguistic variables within the speech of the two

ethnic groups.

Key-words: comparative analysis- lexicon- sociolinguistic variation- ‘El- Ksour and

El-Amour’ - social variables- linguistic variables.
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